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Preface

This report documents the results of a 1973 Study to
Identify a set of security enhancements for Honeywell's Iultics
operating system. These enhancements were derived from the

[ Department of Defense Information Security Program. The purpose
of these entancements wis to permit users of two different

rsecurity levels to simultaneously access classified irfcreation
stored on the Multics sy;tem at tte Air Force Data Services
Center (AFDSC). This report served as a design document for tte
subsequent Implementation of the security enhancements for use at
the AFOSC.

The implementation of the ceslqn was based upon the
'non-malicious" user concept. This concept Is predicated upon

the assumption that none of tte user pooulation woulo attemot
malicious, concerted efforts to circLmvent the enhanced security
controls. The issues of guaranteeing the impenetrability of the
security enhancements 4ere not coioletely addressed, and the

report makes no claim to the system's imoenetrability. However,
the proposed security controls are thought to be representative
of those controls which could be Provided on a certifiably secure
system. The issues involved in the development of a certifiably
secure system are the sutlect of a separate effort soonsored by
the Information Systems Technology Applications Office of tte Air
Force's Electronic Systems Divis~on.

During the course of the Implementation of the security
enlancements proposed In this report, several minor design
changes were mace. This report has not been updateo to reflect
*hese changes. This report should be taken neither as a precise
description of the enhanced Multics system Implemented for AFDSC
nor as a description of Honeywell's Multics procuct--current or
future.
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INTROOUCTION

Honeywell Participated In a Joint Security Design An-3lvsIs with
the Air Force to evaluate the requirements for provijing a
two-level security system on Multics. The primary cioal was to
develop a high level design for modifications to the Multics
system to support a two-level security environment. This effort
Is a first step on trio pati, to a certified secure system.

The analysis was conducted by a team comoosed of representatives
from groups active In the computer security field. Team members

a' weret

USAF AFDSC Capt. F. Wah Leong
Capt. Dave Schafer

[. jUSAF ESO Malor Roger Schetl
Lt. Paul Karger

MITRE Corp. Steven Liorier
M~orrie Gasser
Edmund Burk~e

Honeywell 050 Jerold Whitwcre
Paul Green
3ouglas Hunt

Jerry Stern
Honeywell CISL Andre Bensoussan

a Andrew Kobziar

The Security Design Analysis covereo the oeriod from JO July 1973
through 8 October 1973. The minutes of the weekly meetings are
not part of this rep~rt.

This reoort was written by Honeywell personnel witt review and
qVjIdance from trio other team members. Responsiblity for errors
and omissions remains strictly with Honeywrell.

A binding on either the Air Force or on Honeywell.
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1. SCOPE OF THE SECURITY DESIGN ANALYSIS

1.1 Identification and Authority

The authority for this Security Design Analysis Is contained
in contract number F19628-73-0-0087. The Design Aralysis
task has been conaLcted as a Joint effort of Honeywell
Information Systems Inc., Data Systems Operations; Air
Force Data Services Center; Air Force Electronics Systees
Division (MCIT); and MITRE Corporation.

1.2 Purpose

1.2.1 Task Description

The primary task Is to examine tte problems and Implications
of operating the Honeywell Mul t cs System In a restricted
multi-level security mode for SEcret and Too Secret cleared
users. The primary criterion to be used In evaluating
solutions to various problems Is thst the system should
provide reasonable 3ssurance ttat no Top Secret Information
can be compromised to a Secret cleared Person. This means
that on a single Multics system, within design constraints*
there should be no Information oaths between users tavirg
different clearances which do not exist between users of
Physically separate aedicatec computer systems.

4

With these Problems In mind, the tear lookeo for
modifications to the MultIcs Operating System which will
correct these proolemst Insofar as possibles and yet

MI maintain the current user Interface ano functIcnal
capabilities of Multics. Specific design goals incluceds

1. Design to the requirements of the Air Force Data
Services center RFP Not F19628-73-R-0024.

2. Design the basic security ccntrols as an Integral part
of the Multics system.

ON 3. Provide a design which may be extended for additional
security enhancements.

5
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S.. Provide a 4eneralized design that may be adaoted for
other OoD and commercial aoplIcations of the security
system.

1.2.2 Specific Exclusions from the Design Analysis

Certain problems of multi-level security AOP ooeratior and
extensions of basic wulti-level security controls %ere known
at the start of the Design Analysis and were specifically
excluded. These are described in the following paragraphs.

1.2.2.1 Certification

The task of certifying tte correctness of any implementation
of the multi-level security system design proposed in this
report is, of course, beyono the scope of the Gesisn

Analysis. No hardware modifications are in fact requirea.
In spite of a conceptually correct desigr an actual
Implementation could conceivably contain programming errors
which cause the system to behave Incorrectly. Hence,
absolute security cannot be claimed without certification.
Consequently, in choosing amcnq design 3lterratives,
consideration has been given tc facilitating tte future task
of certIfication.

1..2.2Z The Trojan 4orse Problem

A computer system which provides Sharing of user written
procedures is susceptible to a "Tro)an Horse attack" by a
malicious user. A Trojan Horse is a procedure which
provides a potentially useful furction to attract use by a
person having access privileges not possessed by the author
of the procedure. The Trojan Horse program detects such use
and performs unauthorized or unwanted functions which would
allow the author of the Procedure to obtain information to
which he did nct otherwise have access or to perform acts of
sabotage which would not otherwise be possible.

A general solution to the Trojan Horse problem Is excluded
from the scope of the Design Analysis. However, reducing
the informatior paths between users of different clearance

levels is within the scooe of the Oesign Analysis. The
Issue of sabotage from a Trojar Horse is accepted witi, a low
expectation of occurrence since all users of tte system will

6
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be cleared and tssumec trustwortty. An act of sabotage it

the AFOSC Installation will have considerably less severe

consequences than at certain other military sites such as
those having a command and control environment.

1.2.2.3 High-Water 4ark

ne design extension of havirg users start work at a low
level with automatic or reQuestec upgrade to a higher level
as more sensitive data Is needtd was specifically exclqded
from the scope of the Design Analysis. This extension is
commonly describec as a "high-water mark" capability.

1.2.2.4 Program Trustworthiness

The ability to reduce the system recognized clearance of a
user who may attempt to access sensitive material, based on
the clearance level of procedures executed In a user~s1process, iks commonly described as the "trustwortrlness"
capability. This Is one means to reduce the ontential
damage by a Trolan Horse attempting to perform sabotage.
The *'trustworthiness" capability Is soecifically excluded
from the scope of the Design Analysis.

1-2-2,5 Hardware Modifications

Modifications to the hardware of the Honeywell Model 6180
system and its peripheral aevices were specifically excluded
from the scope of the Oesign Analysis. No hardware
modifications are in fact required.

1.2.3 Eno Product of the Qesigr Analysis

This document is the end proouct of the Oesigr Analysis. It
describes the requirements for operating a Multics system In
a restricted multi-level security mode for Secret and Top
Secret users working In a closed secure envircnment.

The requirements are translated Into a functional design of
modifications to the Multics system needed to Provide ttils
restricted multi-level security operation.

In additLon, the user limitations and Potential1 • operational/administrative problems Internal ard external to
the system are outlined.

4 7
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This document is expected to be the basis of the proposal
for the Implementation Phase of the security controls as
described In COR~L Item AO1D of Air Force/Honeywell contract
number FI'9628-73-D-0JO87*



2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Air Force/Honeywell ccntract number Fig628-73-C-0087

This contract proviJes tre auttority for the Security Oesign
Analysis. The documentation requirements for the final
report and the allowed deviations from the format are
specified in this contract. The AFOSC MultIcs RFP Not
F19628-73-R-0024 Is Included In the contract. Annex 5-j of
that RFP defines the primary requirements for Multics
security controls.

* 2.2 0oO 5200.1-R Information Security Program Regulation

Describes the military secLrity system and the
responsibilities of personnel who fall withir Its
Iurisdict ion.

2 2.3 AFR 205-1 Information Security Proqram (USAF)

Implements Do0 5200.1-R

2.4 OoD 52GO.28 Department of Defense Directive, Security
Requirements for Automatic Data Processing (AOP) Systems

Defines the security requirements for orocessinq classified
data on an AOP system (See 2.5).

9 .5 0oo 5200.28-M Manual of Techniques and Procedures for
Implementing Deactivating, Testing, and Evaluating - Secure
Resource Sharing AOP Systems.

*This is the manual which outlIres the aetails cf the general
requirements specified In OoO 5200.28.

000 5200.28 and 0oO 5200.28-M were not identIfiel as
mandatory documents to be follcmed for the Multics system at
t the time the AFDSC RFP was Issued. However, tl-e
requirements h3ve been met as closely as nossible In
designing the Multics Security Controls cescrLbeo In
Section 3.

9
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2.6 MIL-STO-483 Appendix VI Para 60, "Compiter Program
* Configuration Item Specification"

Air Force suggestea documentation format specification fcr
the final report of the Design Analysis.

This standard his been followed for content &no general
order of presentation. Deviatiors from the strict format of
the CPCI specification Mere authorized by the contract

(Paragraph 2.1). Sect1i'n 3 of the standard has been
expanded in this document to provide a form of oresentaticn
better suited to the material.

2.7 Honeywell Multics oocumentatior

The following documents are mentioned here as a source ct
background information concerning the Multics system.

Multics Programmers* Manual
Introduction (AGqo)
Reference Guice (AG91)
Commands and Active Functions (AG92)
Subroutines (AG93)
Subsystem Writeres Guice (AK92)

Project Administrator's Manual (AK51)
System Administrator's Manual (AK50)
PL/I Language Manual (AG94)
Multics Virtual Memory (AG95)
The Multics System (AK27)

The order numbers given above (e.g. AG90) shoulo be
specified when orderinq these cocuments from Honeywell.

2.8 General references

- The following documents are mentioned here as a source of
background information concerning computer security and* in
particular, military computer security.

Multics Evaluation, J. P. Anderson, ESO-TR-73-27.,
Electronic Systems Division (AFSC),p L. G. Hanscom

Field, Bedford, MA, October 1073.

Design ano Certification Aoproac'l- Secure
Communications Processor, P. S. Tasker ard 0. E. Bell,
MTR-24369 The MITRE Corporation, Bedford, MA.

!4m



Secure Computer Systemst Mathematical Foundations, 0.
E. Bell ana Lo J. LaPadula, ESO-TR-73-278, Vol It
Electronic Systems Division (AFSC), L. G. Hanscom
Field, Beoford, MA, November 1973.

Computer Secure Research and Development Requiremertsv
S. B. Li ner, MTP-14z, The MITRE Corporation, 8eoforco
MA, February 1973.

Preliminary Notes on tre Design of Secure Military
Computer Systems, R. R. Schell, P. J. Downey, and Go Jo
Popek, MCI-73-1, Electronic Systems Olvision (AFSC), Le
Go Hanscom Field, Bedford, MA, January 1973.

Concept of Operation for Handling 1/O in a Secure
Computer at the Air Force Oa?a Services Center (AFOSCI,
E. L. Burke, ESO-TR-74-1139 L. G. Hanscom Flelo,
Bedford, MA, October 1973.

i
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3. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR AIR FORCE DATA SERVICES CENTER

The Air Force Data Services Center has a requirement to
Provide AOP resources and services for the processing cf
unclassified through Top Secret data to support Headquarters
USAF and the Office of the Secretary of the Oeoartment of
Defense. In providing this capability, the AFOSC is
responsible for tne security of the classified data
processed on their computer systems*

Most contemporary shared comouter systems are not secure
because security was not a mandatory requirement of the
initial hardware and software design. The military has
achieved reasonably effective physical, communfcatiorl and
personnel security. Hencet tte prlm3ry computer security
problem Is that of Information access controls In the

operating system and SupportinG hardware. Essentially, an
effective means for enforcing very simple protection
relationshlos (e.g. user clearance level must be greater
than or equal to the classification level of accessed
information) is needed; howevert solutions to some of tte
more complex protection prcblems such as mutually suspicious
processes are not required.

In current Practice at AFDSC, computer security Is achieved
by dedicating an entire computer system to users clearec to
a particular security level. This aooroach results in poor
utilization of computer resources, and hence, h~qh costs for
data orocessing.

Providing a two-level security ooprating mode on the
Honeywell 6180 4ultics System will be the first steo toward

-A fully utilizinj the resources of a single comouter system
serving a user community with multiple-level security
requirements.

The decision to design and Implement a two-level security
system for the Air Force Oata Services Center is orealcated

low on our capability to provide those security controls that
will reduce the risk of release of Too Secret informatior to
Secret users to an acceptable level. No claim is being iace
as to the ability of the security system to withstand
oenetratLon attempts. The aoDroval test that the system

* will be subjected to prior to its installation will only
demonstrate the existance of security controls. It Is

12.
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anticipated that the efforts to augjment the security of t-e
Multics System combined with tie limitation imposed on tr-e
operation of the system within the AFOSC controlled
environment will arovIoe ar ooeratlonally acceotable
assessment of risk.

1
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3.1 System Operating Environment Definition

3.1.1 Hardware/Software Interface

The central Processing unit used is the Horeywell Model
6180. The operating system is tultics, with such
modifications and extensions as result from this Security
Design Analysis and the systeR programming t3Sk that Will
follow.

A full description of the Honeywell 6180 hardware and tte
Multics software Is beyono the scope of this cocument. T-e
Interested reader is referred to the oublicaticns listed In
Section 2.7 for such detailed oescriotions.

3.1.2 User Interface

The user Interface Is the appearance the system presents to
the user. To the greatest degree possible, this apoeerance
will remain the same as current Multics.

Functions available to the user will be Identical to current
Multics where feasible, and ecuLvalent in most other cases.

3.1.3 Definition of AFOSC Controlled Environment

The central computer facility will be a Top Secret
controlled area.

All remote terminal areas will be physically orotectec to
the Top Secret level even though they may be used as Secret
control led areas.

The communications between the central computer facIlIty and
all remote terminal areas will be via Too Secret encrypted
data lines.

Top secret clearances will be required for all Persons
(operators, system programmers* system maintenance
personnel, field engineers and others) who reed physical
access to the central computer facility; or any haraware,

14.
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data lines or terminal connectiors In the remote terminal

areas; or data 3nd control lines between the central
computer facility and the remote terminal areas.

All programmers, analysts, users or Persons who are
registered to use the Multics system at AFOSC will Pave
either a Secret or a Too Secret clearance.

All 1/0 operations will be performed by central site
operating personnel. No user will be permittea to mcunt his
own tapes, disks or other media.

3.1.4. Definitions

access

The ability and the means tc 3pproacht conmunicate with
(input to or receive output from), or otherwise make use of
any material or component in an AOP System.

In the military security system, a person eay be granted
access to an object only if his clearance level Is greater
than or equal to the classific3tion level of the object;
his clearance category set contains all categories An tie
category set of the object; and he has the proper "neeo to
know" In reference to the object.

AOP (Automatic Oata Processing)

An assembly of computer equlpwent, facilities, personrel,
software and Procedures configured for the purpose of
classifying, sorting, calculating, computing, summarizInq,
storing, and retrieving data and Information with a minimum
of human Intervention.

anonymous user

,. An anonymous user is an unregistered user of the Multics
system whose oersonid (see belcw) Is "anonymous"; In otPer
words, his p.rsonld Is unknown to the system. An anonymous

user may or may not be required to furnish a Oassworo In
order to gain access to the system.

branch

A branch Is a component of a directory which describes an
immediately Inferior segment or directory.

A 4I
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breech

The successful end repeatable defeat of security controls

with or without an arrest which if carried to consumeatior,
could result in a penetration of the system. ExaoNles of
breaches ares

Operation of user code in *aster mode;

Unauthorized acquisition of userid and passwora; and

Accessing a tile without using prescribed operating system
mechanisms.

category set (also see access)

In reference to a person* a category set refers to tte set
of compartments a person Is eligible to access. (The
maximum number of compartments within a single system is
limited to sixteen.) A compartment in this context Is an
orthogonal subdlvislor of tte classification levels. A
compartment Is like a formal need to know authorization to
information of a certain topic without consideration of
classification level.

In reference to documentst files or other objects* a
category set refers to the Possible information ;ources used
to create the object. Thus a category set with several
categories, or compartments, would Indicate that the object
should be handled witt the extra caution accorced to objects
which would intersect the sensitive areas of each of the
categories in the set.

classification level (also see access)

One of an ordered set of levels which aescribes tPe

sensitivity of the information to which it refers. (The
maximum number of levels within a single system Is limited
to seven.) Only Information, dccuments, data, equipment or
other objects have classification levels. Persons need the

correct clearance to access Information at art level higher
than Unclassified.

When compartmented security Is used* a classification
*, Includes both the level and the category set associated with

an object.

16



clearance (also see access)

The eligibility of a person (or process) to access
Information of a certain classification level (or lower).
For example, a person with a Secret clearance Is eligible to

access information with classification levels Unclassified
to Secret, but may not have access to Top Secret
information.

When compartmented security Is used, a clearance also
includes the categories a person is eligible tc access.

In addition to the eligibility afforded a Person by his
clearance, he must also have tte need to know the classified
information before he is given access.

daemon (Sys~aemon)

Certain Multics processes are dedicated to performing
supervisory functions, such as tandling I/O requests and
backing UD the file system. These processes are called
daemon processes and run with the SysOaemon prolectId.

directory

A directory is a segment in the Multics storage system
hierarchy maintained by the supervisor wthich contains
Information about immediately Interior seqments. A
directory contains a list of branches analogous to a table
of contents.

fixed level property

In order that no breach of security occur withir the
computer system environment, It is sufficient that no

iprocess be Permitted to read information classified above
Its clearance, nor be permlted to write Infcrmation
classified below Its clearance. This Principle is krown as

14414" the fixed level property. (It has also been calleo the
"*-property" in some of the referenced tllerature)

initializer process (system control process, answerlnq service)

The inLtializer process is a special process which Performs
certain system-controllng functions. In particular, It
initializes the Multics environment, monitors and allocates
terminals, creates all otter processes, and performs
accounting functions.

17



interprocess communication (ipc)

Interprocess communication is a facility which allows one
Process to communicate with another In a controlled manner.
Both the sending and receiving processes must adhere to a
specified protocol.

"level"

This term is used frequently as an abhreviation for the
level/category combination which describes a clearance or a
classification. Thus the "level" of a process Is tte
clearance of the process ano tte "level" of a segment Is the
classification of the segment.

Multi-Level Security Mode (see also Two-Level Security Mode)

A mode of operating under an operating system (supervisor or
executive program) which provices a capability Permitting
various levels and categories cr compartments of material to
be concurrently stored and processed In an AOP System. In a
remotely 3ccessed resource-sharing system, the material canbe selectively accessed ano manipulated -from termIrals ty

personnel having different security clearances and access
approvals. This mode of operation can accommodate tte
concurrent processing and storage of (3) two or more levels
of classified oata, or (b) one or more levels of classIfLel
data with unclassified data cerending upon the constraints
placed on the systems by the Designated Approving Auttorlty.

Operating System (O/S)

An Integrated collection of service routines for supervislrg
the sequencing and Processing of Programs by . computer.
Operating systems control t1-e allocation of resources to
users and their programs and play a central role In assurir
the secure operation of a ccmputer system. Ooeratini
Systems may Perform debugging, Input-outout, acccunting,
resource allocation, compilation, storage assignment tasks.
ano other system related functions (Synonymous with Moritor,
Executive, Control Program, ano Supervisor).

personio

The registered name cf someone who is authorized to use th-e
system. It is usually constructed from tte last rame
(Surname) of the person.

'I ±8



process

*A process Is the active agent of the user on Multics and (in
the security System) Mas a clearance which way not exceed
the user's clearance. The lifetime of a process normally
corresponds to a userms termiral session anc is described
internally by an address soace and a point of execut jor.
8oth the address space and tt-e execution poirt are oynamic
over the life of the process.

projectId

The registered name of a Project which has an account on tte
system.

Remotely Accessed Resource-Sharing Comouter System

A computer system which lnclk.des one or more central

processing units, Peripheral oevices, remote termlnals, andIcommunications equipsent or interconnection links, wticn
allocates its resources to one or more users, and which can

. J be entered from terminals located outside the central
computer facility.

segment

A segment Is a logical unit of storage on multIcs. It
roughly corresoonds to a file stored on a dL~k oach and

accessible to a user. The segwent is the smallest elemert
of supervisor access control in the Multics storage system.

Two-Level Security Mode

A mode of operating a comcuter system which Provides a
capability permitting Top Secret and Secret data to be
mode is more restricted than tte multi-level security mooe

in that only Top Secret ano Secret cleared users will be
-ermitted to access tte system. No unsecure terminals will
be connected to the system. Software, hardware,
administratLve, and physical controls will provide tle
safeguards to assure th3 integrity of the classified data
processed.

41t9
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user

An instance of a person logged Arto the system on a oroject.

A user is identified by a userld.

userld

A table entry which would oescribe a user (e.C. an access

control list entry). A userld consists of
"oersonlid.roJectld.tag9" where tag iS normally "a'" for an

interactive user, "iM" for an absentee user, arid 'z"z for

certain system daomons. The user1l Is also called tte
"principal Identifier" or "groupid3" of the user.

h. J
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3.2 APPLICATION OF SECURITY CONTROLS TO MULTICS

Each person registered on Mul tics is known to the system by
his name (personid) and has a Password to authenticate his
identity. The authenticatLor data for a Dersonld must
Include the Personos system-recognized clearance.

Each user of Multics, as identified by his userlJ
(Person-iorolect combination), is associated with a Multics
process. Each 4ul tics process must have a clearance which

Is eQual to or less than tte clearance of the person
associated with the process and must remain constant for tpe
life of the process.

Access control Is generally described as a subjectIattempting to access an object through an intervenirg
reference monitor. The reference monitor checks, eaclh and
every time a subject attempts to access an object, to see if

tthe subject his the proper authorization to perform the

desired operation (e.g. reac, write, execute, apend,
mocify, delete). In Multicst a process is the only subject
which can make a reference to any object. The set of
objects are segments, directories, branches, I/O channels
and interprocess communication messages. Each object muet
have a classification level ano category set associated with
It.

In Multicst the reference monitor which valloates each
reference to an object Is the "ring 0" suvervisor In
conjunction with processor hardware protection mechanisms.IiiWithin the protection ring scheme suDoorted by the Honeywell
6180 processor, ring 0 is the most Privileged and most
protected ring of operation. All 3ccess control decislors

are made within ring 3. Each tine a process attempts to
gain access to an object, tte clearance of the process Is
compared with the classification of the object and access Is
either granted or denied In accordance with rules designed
to emulate the military security system. In aodlitor to
classification, certain objects such as seqments and
directories have an associated access control list which
specifies persons having need to know authorliation as in
the military security system.
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When the classificatIon of two objects Is COMDarOO. four

relationships are possible$

less than

equal

greater than

Isolated

The classification of object I is considered "less than" tt-e
classification of object 2 If$

1. The level of object I is numerically less than or
equal to the level of object 2; and

2. The category set of object 1 Is a subset of the
category set of object 2; and

3. The classification of object 1 Is not equal to tPe

classification of object 2.

j The classifications of two objects are considered "equal"

if$

r ,j. The levels are numericallv equal; and

2. The category sets are ioentlcal.

The classification of object 1 is considered "greater than"
the classification of object 2 If$

I. The level of object £ Is numerically qreater than
or equal to the level of object ?; and

2. The category set of object 2 Is a subset of the
category set of object 1; and

3. The classification of object 1 Is not equal to tte
classification of object 2.

The classifications of two objects are considered "Isolated"
If the category sets are isolated.

The "minimum" of several classifications is defined as:

1! 1. The numerical minimum of the levels; and

2. The Intersection of the category sets.

In oraer for a person to access Information, the nilitary
security system requires that the clearance of the person be
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greater than or equal to the classification of the
information. A sufficient condition for satisfying this
reauirement within the computer system environment is the
enforcement of the following two rules$

i. A process having clearance n may not "read up," i.e.
read an object having a classification greater ttan D.

2. A process having clearance n may not "write down," I.e.
write an object having a classification less than D.

With these two rules enforced, it is impossible for any
process to extract Information from an object of higher
classification or to transfer information from an object of
higher classification to an object of lower classification.
Hence, no compromise of classified Informatior can occur.
This principle is known as the "fixed level property." A
further restriction is also desirable which forbids a
process to write In an object of higher classification
whenever writing can be used to destroy information. TI,
order to provide some protection against satotage, "write
up" operations must not be permitted for such objects as
segments, directories, and branches.

It is important to recognize that the rules described above
r : represent a sufficient, but not a necessary conditior for

achieving security. Although the fIxed level Property
restrictions will be strictly enforced for all user
processes, they will, in certain circumstancs, be applied

InTerpretively for trusted system processes. In no
circumstances, however, will security be violated, because
trusted system Processes mU operate correctly.

The individual user must be able to specify which users
should have "need to know" for a given segment or directorv

by use of the Access Control List. The mode of 3ccess (e.c.
read, write) allowed to a process by the current Multics
Access Control List must be further restricted to ensure
compliance with the fixed level vroperty rules. In other
words, the fixed level property rules must take precedence
over the Access Control List.

Information transmitted between hardware modLIes must be
carefully controlled by the system and no user shoulc te

C :able to directly affect the action of an active module
(except for te CPU). Furthermore, no user process shouldJ be able to execite any programs which would perform external

I/0 to any device other than his terminal.

The system can oe logically diviced into two envircrmentst
"4 internal and external. The irternal environment is totally

controlled by the system. This includes# processors,
memory, disk drives, I/O multlDexers, bulk store,
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communication processors, and face drives usec for system
functions.

The external environment can be directly Infl'uencec by the
actions of a process. This environment InclucesS
terminals, line Printers, card readers, card ounches,
non-system tape drives, and otter devices In the I/O class
not used for system functions.

To provide a "secure" pipeline between the internal and
external environments, a trusted Process must perform the
actual information transfer on behalf of the user. This
will further ensure that failures or "software bugs" will
not be exploited by a user. The terminal must be the only
exception to this rule and this exceotion is only made for
the sake of efficiency.

Whenever possible, new or mociled operator interfaces
supplied with the security control features will be designed
to provide extra aids or simplicity in structure to help tre
operator avoid mistakes which could become security
viol at ions.

Security and administrative functions should be separateo to
ensure that the System AdNinistrator will not make
security-related decisions and to avoid bur-dening the
Security Officer with purely acmlnistrative decisions.

The security controls must be deslqned so that: the system
is easy to use; the users are encouragec to croperly
classify data (rather than over-classify); the least
Possible amount of current Multics functionality Is
sacrificed; and the current user interface is mairtaineq
wherever Possible.

All high-level security-relate( actions Performed within t-e
system should be audited to ensure user responsibility ara
to provide early warning of any subversion attemDts, misuse
of the security controls, or actions which could lead to
compromise.

All revisions to the system must be carefully checkeo to
minimize the possibility of "bug fixes" or new features"
causing the system to behave incorrectly, especial I insofar
as security is concerned.

I"
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3.3 PROCESS CLEARANCE ASSIGNMEN T

3.3.1 Requirements

A Hultics process is unIcuely associated with a person who
is registered to use the system and a project to which that
person may charge his system expenses.

When a process Is created for a user, a clearance will be

established for the process. This clearance must not be
changeable by request for tPe life of the process. It Is
the process clearance which will be used to determine a
user's authorization to access classified information In t-e

* tsystem.
To provide a degree of flexibility and aaministrative

j Jcontrol, the clearances of several entities must be Stored
on the system.

r The dat3 associated with a ersonid (the system uniQue

identification for the person) must contain tte clearance of
the person. Similar clearance data must be associated wito

each orojectid. In additLon, 1he data which describes the
limitations of a person on a given Project must h-ave
clearance data.

The clearance to be assigned to a process must be determined
as follows$

• . 1. No process will be createc for a given uSerid, L.e. a
given person on a given project, with a nigher
clearance than the minimum of the persons clearance,

* the project's clearance, and the person's clearance

within the project.

4
2. No user stould be able to create a process with a

higher clearance than the maximum clearance of his
'K-' terminal.

3. A user must be able to request a process with a lower
. I clearance than the winum of his userlo and terminal

clearance.

4 . A user must be able to specify a cefault login
clearance (no higher than his personid clearance).4 25
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Only the System Security Ufficer (SSO) must be able to
assign clearances for a personid or a Projectla. If the SSO
lowers the clearance of a oersonLd, the users process must
be forceably terminateo If he has an active Process with a
clearance greater than the oowngraded clearance of the
person Ld.

Each user must be told his Process clearance at the
beginning and normal termination of the process. In this
way, the user Is made explicitly aware of his level of
operation. Hence, mistakes such as Placing Top Secret
Information in a Secret file are unlikely to occur, ano if
they do occur, are likely to be cetected before any harm can
result.

By use of a command, each tser s$ould be able to request
that the clearance of his current process be typed on his
terminal.

The names associated witi a -level" should be set by the
installation.

3.3.2 Design Approach

The system control crocess uses three tables to verify that
a user should be logged in.

1. The Person Name Table (PNT) contains an ertry for each
personid on the system.

2. The System Administration Table (SAT) contains an entry
for each orojectid on the system.

3. The Pro)ect Definition Table for the users Project
(Prol.odt) contains an entry for each personid allowed
to u-ed te project. There is one project aefinitlon
table for each prolectid.

Each of these tables will be modified to Pold clearance
level and category set data for each entry. The system
control orocess will check this clearance date to determire1 the maximum clearance for a userla.

A neow table, called the Peripheral Control Table (PCT), will
be used by the system control rrocess to check the maximum
clearance of the terminal being used by a person attempting

' to log in. Since termrinals will be 'hard wired" to te
system at AFOSCq each terminal can be uniquely identiflec by
an associated channel number. In the general case, there
may be crypto-dial-up terminals. However, in that case, tre
crypto units will provide the unique terminal
identification. As an extra check, the answerback coce
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: received from a terminal wlII be compareC against its
"regIsteredw answerback code. This answerback test will be
useful In detecting mistakes, as well as malicious
tampering, involving communicatlcns lines and terminals.

At login times the user will be iven a process with a
clearance no higher than the minimum of the clearances from
the PN1, SAT, Prol.pdt, ano the PCT. The default login
clearance for each user will Initially be the lowest
Possible clearance, i.e. unclassified. A new loqin option
will be supplied to Permit a user to change this default.
Also, another new login option will be orovidea which allows
the user to specify a particular clearance for a given
login.

An attempted looin may be rejected for the following
reasons 8

i. illegal login word

2. incorrect personid or projectid

3. incorrect Password

4. incorrect level option

5. unrecognized login option

These rejected login attempts will be recorded for audit
Purposes. In addition, it a user attempts to use a terminal
with a maximum clearance qreater than the personid clearance
from the PNT, a message will be sent to the operator, since
this will indicate a breac of physical security. The
clearance of the process will be stored in the process
initialization table (pit) and in the ring C Process oata
segment (ds) of thte process to ensure tat it is
unforgeable for the life of the crocess.

The Project Administrator will be able to specify for a user

on his Project a lower maximum clearance than authorieo in
?the PNT and SAT, If this ability is granted by the SSO.

' Person and oro act responsibilities of the System
Administrator will remain the same as on the current Multics
systems. When a new user or project is added to the system,
the maximum clearance will be set to unclassified. Orly the
SSO will have access to the coomands to update clearances
in the PNT, SAT ana PCT.

Anonymous users should not normally be permitted on the
system since password authentication is not always reoulred
for them. Wnere Passworas are required for anonymous users,
these passwords are controlled by project administrators
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rather than the SA or the SSO. If, at any tie, anonymous
users are permitted on the system, they will always be given
unclassified processes.

Absentee processes will be created at the level of the
requesting process unless an option Is specified. A user
will not be able to create an absentee process witlh a
clearance Which Is lower toan his current process clearance,
since the passing of arguments to the absentee process would
constitute a write-down operation.

A new proc option ll1 be added to allow a user to
uDgrade/downgraJe his level of operation. When no ootion is
specified, the default level for the new process will be tf-e
current level. (The same will be true for abnormal
termination of a process).

The system processoverseer_ procedure will identify the
"level" of a process created for a user by printing the
"level" name on his terminal. (This cannot oe cefeated.)
The same messige will be printed by terminateprocess_ for
normal Process termination.

Installation parameters will be used to store the character

strings used to Ilentify each classification level and
category. The system assumes that the names used for levels

and categories are unclassiflec.

Each user will be able to execute a command which will print
the "level" of his process on tis terminal based on the data
In the "pit."

3.3.3 Potential Security Problems

The following areas will become security problems only if
the non-malicLous user assumption of Section 3.1.4 is

violated.

' The abl Iity for a user to enter an absentee request of an

equal or higher "level" than nis orocess clearance Is one
w ay for a Trojan Horse to gain ccntrol of a useres access
permissions without the user noticing excessive Processor
usage or real time delays within his current process. If
this hapoens, a need to kncw violation or sabotage can occur
very easily, but the only means for compromise would be

through the quota path on 0lrectories which has a very low
transmission rate. (See Section 3.7.4)

By oroviding a means for a user to change tis "level" of

operation throjgth program control (new.proc with level
optLon), a Trojan Horse coulo set itself up es the program
to be called when a user attempts to change to a new "level"
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process. An elaborate Trojan Horse could totally simulate
system action for newproc to fool the user Into thinking Ihe
Is operating at a higher level. Now If the user attempts to
Input classified data, the Trojan Horse coula, by sioulatirg
the entire user Interface, cause the 'user to put t-e
classified data Into a segment with a lower classificatior.
This problem can be solved by only allooing a user to
"new-proc" to the same or lower "level."

In a similar manner, a user may write his own "logout -holo"
command to tool the next user of the terminal Into ttinking
he is talking to the system Instead of the previous user's
process. This couli allow a malicious user to caotire tPe
password of another user, thus permitting sabotage and need
to know violations. (See Section 3.4.J.) Also, the user
environment simulation described above could be useo here.
The solution to this problem Is to require the terminal to
be powerea off by each user before attempting to login.

(This can be handled several ways. The choice is up to the
site manager.1

Solutions exist to all of tte above potential oroblems.
However, gi~ven the low expectation of occurrence of thnese

problems, the required sacrifices In user corvenience were
felt to be unwarranted within the assumed benign
environment.

Ut'
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3.4 PASSWORD CONTROL

3.4.1 Description

The Multics access control mechanism depends on several
important factors. First ana foremost is the notion of sn
unforgeable "'user name" which identifies the access rights
of a MultIcs process; the entity Which performs 311 tasks on
behalf of the human user. A MtItics "user nafe is called a
principal Identifier, and consists of three comconertst
Person, Project, 3nd Tag. The Person component uniquely

Identifies a registered user of Multics. The Project
component Identifies a registered project, ana Tag is
presently derived from the type of process (i.e.

j/ interactlve, absentee, or consoleless daemon).

In order for Multics to successfully enforce access
controls, it must be Possible tc uniquely and positively

identity each user at login. This Is presently accowplished
by assigning each registered person his own password, anc at
each login, requesting his password for verification
purposes. If the password stored by Multics matctes the
password given by the user, Multics assumes the user is
valid, and creates a process with the principal identifier
(userial of the user. If, after giving the user several
chances (to al low for typing mlstakes), a correct Password
has not been received, Nultics rcfuses the login.

Clearly, the passwora is a vital part of the access control

mechanism, and 3s such, must be carefully protected by both
the user and the system. If a person could quess (by

*whatever means) another user's Password, that person would
himself be able to log in as the other user. It shoulc be
noted, however, that due to physical security controls at
AFOSC9 the compromise of a password cannot result In the
compromise of classified IrformatIon. A person who learns

another personas passnoro will not be able to log In with
. 4 tthe same clearance as the owner of the Passworo unless he,

himself, has an equal or higher clearance which affords him
access to a terminal of equal or higher classlficatior.
Therefore, Password compromise can, at worst, result In
sabotage or need to kncw violations.
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3.4.2 Requirements

The present "work factor" needed to guess a person's
Password Is not high enough, due to the ability of a user to
choose his own password. Therefore, It Is a requirement
that the system assign passworos. (The passwords coulo Pave
been dIstrIbuteJ manually, but that was felt to be too
burdensome for the system administrator.)

To Provide the ability to control the "age" of a password
(how long It has been In use by a user), It Is a requirement
that the system be able to force a user tc change his
password at ore-determlned Intervals.

To be ible to recover from a password breach, It is a
requirement that the System Secu-ity Officer be able to
force some or all users to change their oasswords.

3.4.3 Design Considerations

Since all users must go trrough the login ritual, every

attempt will be made to "human engineer" this area of the
system. The passwords generated by the system will be
designed to be Pronounceable and therefore, easy to
remember.

3.4.4 Chosen Approach

After the identity of the user has been authenticatec by t~e
login procedure, the system will warn the user If It is time
to change his Password. To force the user to change his
passworo within an installatLor-parameter grace time, the
user will be loclkec out If he exceeds the grace time. To
properly handle persons who losir Infrequently, the grace
"time" will actually be Implemented as a grace number of
logins.

The system generated passwords wil be baseo on English
* 'digraph frequencies since such werds are more pronounceable,

and thus more easily remembered, than random strings of
characters.

Since passwords must be treated as classified 1nformatlorg
the system will prefix the printing of a n'w password with
the label "confidential."

To ensure that the user understards the new oassword anJ

that it was Printed correctly, the user will be requireo to
echo It at login time.
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The SSO will be able to set the interval at which users must

change their Passwords.

The SSO will be able to force a user to change his passworo.

Incorrect login attempts will be audited (see Section 3.16).

3.4.5 Examples

I' login Whitmore -chargepassword

z Passwor l
3.

4 Confidentlall New password Is "abcodo."
5 New Password$
6#

7 Passwora changed.

Lines marked with " " are typed In by the user. The
terminal does not print Passwords typed by the user.

In the first example, Whitnore requests that his password beJ changed. The system requests his current password 3nd
assigns him a new one. The user is requested to enter his
new password for verification. If both passwords %ere typed
correctly, he will be logged in and his Password will be
changed within the system. If either password was
Incorrect, the entire login would be Incorrect and the user
would have to try again.

1* login Whitmore

2 Password:
3.
4 You must change your oassword within 3 logins

In the second example, Whitmcre is notified ttat his
passworo must be changed witthi the next three loqirs. If
he falls to change his oas!worc, he will be locked out. The
user may loging even if he has been locked out, by changing
his password.
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3.5 INFOPMATION CHANNELS BETWIEEN PROCFSSES

The fixed level property rules defined in Section 3.2 are

designed to restrict the passing of Information between
processeso These restrictlons must be spoiled to all
information channels, i.e. to all mechanisws wittlir t-e
system which enable processes to exchange inforratior.

Certain mechanisms such as stared segments and tt-e
interprocess communication facility are Jeliberately
provided to serve as information cnannels. Otter mec anisms
such as segment names eno access control lists are Interoed
to serve different purposes, but could be misused as

information channels by processes attempting to compromise
Information. Hence, all irfcrmation channels must 0e

• iaentified ana* wthere necessarys additional access cracking

must be provided In oroer to enforce the fixed level
property rules.

3.5.1 Segment Sharing

A shared segment is the most natural channel for two

processes to exchange Information. For a Process with a
clearance P9 the system will systematically remove th-e
"write" permission on any segment whose classification is
lower than P, and al I permissions on any segment wtose
classification is higher than Po It is therefore imrossible
for a process to "write down" or to "read up."

More detail can be found in section 3.6 - "Access to
Segments."

k 3.5.2 Directories

Directories are another chnannel through whicl processes can
exchange Information. Each data Item contained In a
directory is assigned a soccific classification (as
described in Section 3.7). Rirg a primitives in charge of

manipulating directories will provide additional checking by
which they will systematically refuse to perform a request
If It would result In a "write dcwnO" or a "read up."
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Unfortunately, however, a number of Jirectory items Such as
quota used, ate-time modified, and date-time used are

changed not by explicit request, but rather as a side-effect
of some action performec outside the directory. For
example, the Iuot3 usec count stored in a directory can be
increased by growing tle size of an inferior segment.
Information channels of this type present rather unusual
problems. Solutions to these problems as well as other
details of directory access control are discussed in "3.7
Access to Directories."

3.5.3 Interorocess Communication

Using the Interprocess Communication (IPC) facility, a
process can send a 72-bit message to another process. Tte
IPC facility will provide additional checking by which it
will systematically refuse to send a message that would
result in a "'send down." "'Seno up" will be permitted fcr
IPC since this Is not a means of sabotage. Tte enforcement
of the security will be done in ring 0.

3.5.4 Message Segments

In the current 4ul tics System, message segments are rirg ore

segments, manipulated by a rirg one module callel the
Message Segment Facility (msf). The Implementation of the
mst Is such that a process needs the "read" and the "write"
capabilities in ring one on a message segment in order to be
able to out a message in it or to extract a message from it.
It follows that, If the msf is used withir the security
controls, communication between processes through message
segments will be restricted to processes of identicial
clearance. This restriction has been accepted.

As far as security is corcernec, message segments will be
treated the same as any other segment by the ring 0
supervisor and one can repeat whit was said for segments in
general: no read uo cr write cown on A message segment will
be permitted in a user crocess. 4owever some system
processes, in some special cases and In a controlled manner,
will have to byoass the fixed level property restricticns on
message segments. However, in no circuvstances will

security be violated.

In the current Multics system, all user Processes that

request a service from a system process send their request
through a messale segment. It follows that, wherever the
current system uses one message segment to oueue user
requests for a system process, it ll 1 be necessary to
provide one message segment for each existirg
classif ication.
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An alternative approach would have allowed sec%rlty rules to

be enforced Ln ring one rather than ring 0. In this scheme,
ring 0 would Irant read ano write access for message
segments to processes of all clearances. Each Indivicuel
message stored in a message segment would be "classified" by
the msf at the clearance level of the sending orocess. The
msf would only permit extraction of a message hy a process
having a clearance higher or equal to the classification of
the message. However, this would bring the msf clus all
other ring one procedures witin the security periweter,
thereby making the task of certification more oifflculf.

3.5.5 Summary

It is important to understand that of the several
information channels described above, shared segments are
the only channel through which cl issLfied information would
routinely be stored and passea. IPC messages and directory
items such as segment names or iccess control lists would
not normally be used to transmit or store classified data.
(All segment names are assumed to be unclassified so that
they may appear In unclassified accountability forms for
printed output. See Section 3-O.) Hence, from a practical
standpoint, the assigning of correct classifications to
segments by users and the addition of fixed level crooerty
access checKir4 for segments is sufficient to prevent a
slnile malicious user from directly comoromlsirg classified
informat ion.

The other InformatLon crannels do not become a serious
problem until one considers the Possibility of two (or more)
processes cooperating in an effort to compromise

information. This cooperatior could take one of two forms.
First, two malLcio6s users might directly consoire to
compromise information. Second, a nonmaliclous user might
unknowingly employ a Trojan Horse program supolied by a
malicious user. (See Section 1.2.2.2.) The case of two
users conspirinj to compromise irformation Is actually more
of a "People" Droblem than a computer system croblem. Even
if no effort were m3ue to secure those Information cranrels
not normally used to store or transmit clacslfie0 data,

.',4 conspiring users would probably still find it e-isier to pass
information outsloe the system. Therefore, the Trojan Horse
attack is really the only fcrm of attack for wdiCh
information channels other thar segments are essential.

The design oresenteo in this report is directed to
- I eliminating all read-up ano write-down information charnels.

The elimination of all krown read-up channels Prohibits a
malicious user from directly accessing classified4Information which he IS not legitimately cleared to see.
Hence, a malicious user must resort to "setting a trap,"
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L.e. he must create a Trojan Horse Program with the 1,ooe
that an unsuspecting user raving a higher clearance will
call it. Althoigh a general solution to the Trolan Horse
problem is beyond the scope of this design, tle eliination
of write-down channels can considerably reauce the threat
reoresented by the Trojan Horse form of attaci'. A
write-down channel is the only means DV which a Trojan Horse
Program can actually compromise information. Therefore, ti-e
elimination of all write-down channels can :ffectively
prevent comoromise, although sabotage and neeo to kncw
violations would still be Possible. With one exception, all

explicit write-lown channels witI-in the Nultics System rave
been eliminated in this oesicn. The 4uota used charnel Is
the single exceotIon. Not only does this cP.,-nnel Pave a
very low transfer rate, but also, any significant use of
this channel can be easily detected through auoaltng. (See
Section 3.7.3 for details.)

I
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3.E ACCESS TO SEGMENTS

3.b.1 Requirements

Every seoment must have a classification Oefire-. by a level
and category set rmis cla,.ificatian ioplies to all Gata3
contained within thi segment.

For each segment there MLst exist a list of cersons r-vir-4

need to know access to the conterts of the segment.

The sharinj of segments among orccesses must be controlled

so as not to violate tre fixed level oroperty rules.

3.6.2 Design

The classification, I.e. level and category set, of -i
.7 seqment will be permanently recorded In its branch. For

reasons explained in Sectior 3.7, the classifIcatlor of a
segment must equal the classification of Its parent
directory. This implies that the classification of a
sement will always equal the clearance of the orocess wltich
createa it, since a process ca cnly addend a rarch to a
directory if it, clearance equals the directory
classification.

As is already tne case ir Multics, an access control list
(ACL) w I I be 3ssoc Iateo itr) every oranch. Eich ACL ertry
contains a user i and access mode. The access mode
oescrines tre types of access (e.g. read, execute, virite)
permitted the associ.-ied user. Hence, the ACL will Oe used
to control need to RInow access to 3 seqment.

In accordance witn tre tixej level oroperty, write down and
read up operations on secments will be Prohibited. Also, in

order to prevent sibotage, write up operations on secmEnfs
w i. 1I be prorioltej. qi th th Ee restrictiors erforcec,
sVarini of se ments amo rrocesses h avir'g different
clearances cannot compromise irtcrmation.

The access P;rmitteJ a given process to a giver seqment Pill
De compjted a follos. If tre clearance of ahe process Ls

aw lower than the clasitlicatlon of the segment, +he process
wiil be given null access to the segment. If the clearance
of the process equals the classification of the se.lment, the
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process will be given whatever mcde of access, If any, Is
specified In the ACL. If the clearance of the process is
higher than the classification of the segment, the process

will be given the mode of access specified in the ACL minus

write permission.

In order to reference a segment, a process must first

"initiate" the segment Irto Its address space. At
initiation time, the access computation described above will

be performed to determine If tte process has any access to

the segment. If so, the segment will be adced to tre
address space of the crocess. Thereafter, all rLferences to
the segment will be valloated by the processor haroware.

Each segment fault taken by tte process on the seqmert will
furce access to be recomputed by the above method.

3.6.3 Implications

The rules governing 3ccess to segments, while satistyir)

security requirements, have certain curious implications
worth noting. A proolem arises over the fact that for each

user there typical lV exists 3 number of corresoonaing
writeable data segments (e.g. mailboxes, ccrsole message

segments, abbrev profiles, pwrotd files). Corceptually, it
makes little sense to segregate the functions of ttese

segments according to process clearance. Nevertheless,
these segments must be assigned a specific cl3ssificatlon

and hence, will be writeable by a process at one cleerance

level only. As a result, the user who operates at more than
one clearance level must sacrifice a cerlaln awcunt of
flexibility ani convenience In sending and receiving mail,

creating abbreviations, updating omot files, etr.



3.? ACCESS TO DIRECTORIES

3.7.1 Classification of Directory Information

Every directory has a classification defined by i level and
a category set.

The classification of a directory cannot be less t#in tIe
classification of its oarent directory. This restriction Is
necessary in order to eliinate i write-domn nformaticn
channel using directory names. Suppose, for example, trtat
an unclassifieo directory were permitted to exist ir tte
hierarchy below a Secret airectory. A Secret process could

change the name of the Secret directory, thereby also
changing the Pathname of the unclassified alrectory. Tris
action could, of course, be cetected by an unclassified
process. Therefore, It Is necessary that a directory ano,
for that matter, a segment, tave an equal or greater
classification than its parent directory. This rule is

hereafter referred to as tte "aron-decreasing classLicaticn
rule.' For reasons explained below, the classificaticr of a
segment is further restricted to be equal to that of its
parent directory.

As with segments, a directory wIli initially receive the
same classificition as Its parent directory. However, a
special "upgrade" operation will be available which oermits
a user to raise the classification of a directory. IT is
required that a directory De empty in order to be upgraceo.

J1 Otherwise, after upgrading, inferior segments or directories
would stand in violaticn of the non-oecreasing
classification rule. If the entire subtree of a directory
were upgraded, a potential for unwanted overclassification

would exist. (Also, implementation would be cLfficult.)

. Several problems arise with respect to the branch of an
upgraded directory. Since, as described so far, such a

." branch is contained in a surerior directory of lower
classification, a user taving access to an uograded

: V directory would not oe permitted to modify its branch. This
restriction would be very Irconvenient in oractice.
However, a mora serious problem Is Posed by the fact that a
user having access to an upgracec directory would be able to
implicitly modify its branch. For example, by increasirg
the size of an upgraded directory, one cok.1 change tte
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current length *ttribtte in its branch. This constitutes a
write-down information channel.

In order to eliminate the above problems, an individual
branch will have the same classification as tte seqent or
directory which It describes, rather than that of its
containing directory. Only upgraded branches are actually
affected by this new definitior, since non-upgradeo branches
will still have the same classification as their contairing

directory anyway.

The classification of a branch applies to all data items
within the branch except for the branch names. These names
retain the clIssificatior of the containing directory.
Names are separated from the branch in this way In order to
avoid creating still another write-down informration channei.
If the name of in upgraded directory could be modified by a
process at the "level" of the branch, then 3 lower-level
process could detect si.ch modifications by adding names to
non-upgraded branches in the same directory and observing
whether name duplications occurred. Hence, branch names can
only be modified by a process at the "level" of the
containing directory.

3.7.2 Explicit Operations on Directories

Whenever the supervisor Is explicitly requested to perform
an operation on a directory, a check will be made to ensura
that the user has the right to perform the operation
according to the current Multics access contrcl rules ard
the new fixed level property rules. In particular, the
supervisor will refuse any request that would result In a
"read uPSo or a "write down"; It will also refuse all
requests that couli result in sabotage by "writing uP."

1"1 Operations that would return to the caller any part of 'A
directory having the same classification as the directory
itself will be executed only if the cleararce of the process
Is equal to or higher than the classification of tte
directory. Examples of these operations Include listing a
Oirectory, listing tne initial ACL, and reading the quote.

Operations that would modify anyart of directory having
the same classification as the directory Itself will be

"- I executed only if tte clearance of the process Is eaual t0
.'* the classification of the directory. Examples of these

4 operations include acding or celeting entry names, changirq
the initial A-CL, and creating a new branch (since a brancn
Is originally created with the classification of its
containing directory). The dtletion of branches, both
upgraded and non-upgraded, Is also included Ir this catecory
since it involves the deletion of branch names. Note,
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4 however, that this does not constitute a means of sabotagirg
an upgraded directory since it is required that 3n upgraoed
directory be empty in order to delete it. Subtrees are
always deleted In a oottom-up fashion* Therefore, a user
able to delete an empty upgraded directory will not be able
to delete that same directory when there exist inferior
segments or directories to which he has no access.

Operations that would return to the caller any part of a
branch, other than the entry names, will be executed only if
the clearance of the process is equal to or higher toan the
classification of the branch Itself. Examples of such
operations include reading the branch status, reading tre
ACL, reading the ring brackets* reading the bit count,
reading the date-time used or mocified.

Finally, operations that would mcdify any Part of 3 oranch
other than the entry names will be executed only if tre
clearance of tte process Is equal to the classificaticn of
the branch. Examples of such operations Irclude changing
the ACL, changing the bit counts changing the maximum
length, and changing the safety switch.

j The "moveauota" operation is unique in the sense ttat it
modifies two directories at once, one Immediately inferior
to the other. A problem arises when quota is moveo to or
from an upgraded directory. To do this, a process is
required to modify two airectorles of different
classifications which is normally not permitted. Since
writing down must be prohibitec, a process at the "level" of
an upgraded directory cannot be allowed to move quota
between that upgraded directory and Its Parent mirectory.
Therefore, the movement of quota to or from an upqradeo
directory will be performed only by a Process at the "level"
of the Parent directory. (Modify permission or the ACL of
both directories will still be requireo.) The fact that a
lower-level process will be able to withdraw Quota from an
upgradea directory constitutes a mili form of sabotage wtich
can only temporarily impede a higher-level process, but
cannot destroy or compromise infcrmation. This is not felt
to be a serious problem since this could be auditable and

4 quota can easily be restoreo. The alternat ive of not
allowing quota to be withdrawn from an upgraded directory
except by special action of the SSO Is considerably less
attractive.

The new upgrade operation for directories is also rather
unique. Since it involves modifying an element of a branch,
it can only be oerformed by a orocess at the same "level" as
the branch. In additions the airectory to be upqraded rust
be empty as mentioned above. Furthermore, for reasons to be:71 explained shortly, the directory to be upgraded must hive a
terminal quota.
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3.7.3 Implicit operations on Directories

As described above, additioral access checking can oe
performed for all explicitly requested directory operatios
so as to comply with the fixed level property rules.
Unfortunately, however, there exists a clas3 of Implicit
directory operations which present a more difficult prohlem.
An implicit directory operatior Is basically a side-effect
of some action performed outside the directory. One such
operation, the changing of the cLrrent length attribute, tas
already been discussed. Three other Implicit directory
operations, which are the changing of Quota used, date-time
used (Otul, and date-time mocified (dtml, still cEus-3
problems within the directory access scheme oaescribec thus
far. These oroblem% are discussed below.

3.7.3.1 The Quota Used Problem

Changing the number of pages usec by a segment or directorv
causes the 'quota used" number to be ircremented or
decremented in all superior directories up to and Including
the nearest superior directory taving a terminal auot3. If
this chain of superior directories Includes one or wore

r directories of a lower classlfcation than the segment or
directory being modifiec, then a write-down lnfcrmaticn
channel exists. There are ttree methods of Perforrirg
write-down operations on this information channelt 1)
changing the number of pages usec by segments in an uograced
directory; 2) Increasing the pages used by an upgraoed
directory itself; and 3) increasing the pages iseo by tteparent of an upgraded directory due to an Increase of the
upgraded branch.

The First Method

Changing the length of segments to reflect the "quota usec"
up the chain of superior directories is the most flexible
method of using this information channel. however, this

4 facet of the Problem can be blocked by recuiring that a
.410 segment have the same classification as Its Parent directory

2and that every upgraded directcrV have a termirAl oucta. In
this way, the pages of a segment are always chargeo to tta

4- quota of a superior directory raving the same classification
as the segment. Hence, one cannot Pass Informatlon own

"7 merely by changing the size of 3 segment and causing tre
"quota used" number to change In some superior directory.
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Tf~e Secono Method

Pages of an upgraded directory itself are chargeo to a
superior directory of lower classification. This could
become a write-oown information channel wnen a crocess of
clearance X adds branches to an upgraded directory With

classification X, causinS the rumber of directory Pages to
grow. The "quota used" number in the superior directory
would reflect this change and could thus be seen by a
process whose clearance was looer than X. However, deleting
branches will not cause the size of a directory to decrease.
(This is true* due to the current Implerentatio of
directories.) It this facet of the quota problem was not
eliminated, its usefulness as a means of compromising
information for the malicious user is still very limited
since$

- It can only be used by a Trojan Horse or cooperatirg
processes (See Section 3.5.5).

- A Process can only influence the size of a directory In a

- secondary manner, s4.ch as by creating a new branch and
} checking to see if the directory Is large enough.

- A process can write-down only 6 bits (1 OCO character)
per directory (I to 64 ages.) Using twn uopraded

directories In the same parent will not be muct he lp
since it would Provide only 7 bits, due to the acoitive
nature of the "quota used".

- ro use this information channel for writing-down N
characters (&WN bits) In parallel, a malicious user would
require N directories of the lower classification, each
with an upgrided dlrectory, and a starting pool of at
least 66*N unused pages of tis quota.

A directory cannot be decreased In length by a rrocess.
This can only be done by a long salvage after a system
shutdown or oy deleting the directory (a process with tthe
clearance to ad branches to an upgraded directory coes
not have the clearance to delete the directory).

- A process must delete all branches in the upgraded
directory and synchronize (using another directory) with
a process of lower clearance to have the upgraded
directory deleted and recreated, before another 6 bits of
Informatiorn can be passed. Otherwise, a record quota
overflow will be reached rather quickly.

This Information channel could be eliminated by charging all
directory pages to its own quota. However, tis involves a
redesign of the entire quota mechanism and would impact tPe
activation and deactivation of directories. Thereforet due
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to the limited effectiveness of the information channel and
the high cost of correction, no attempt will be made to
close this write-down channel. However, for added assurance
that It is not being used as a weans for compromising data,
the creation of uogracec airectories and ever the
"get-quota" operation can be audited.

The Third Method

This problem Is a result of the basic design of a
hierarchical storage system which uses variable length
branch entries and contains data of rcre than one
c4assification. The space used by the branch of an upgraoeJ
directory is contained in a superior directory of lower
classification. Hence, by adding ACL entries to in upgraded
branch, one could affect tte current lencth of a lcwer
classified directory, which is in turn reflected In the
"quota used" In the parent of that directory. This facet of
the quota problem also requires the use of a Trojan Horse
and is even more cumbersome than the others. It can only be
eliminated by restrictirg upgraced branches to a fixed
number of ACL entries. The changes describec to close the
second facet of the quota problem would not help this one.
The solution of restricting ACL entries does not qeneralize
properly for implementation ina presents a very strange user
interface. Until a correct lcng term solution can be
designed, no attempt will be mace to eliminate the last two
facets of the qjota problem.

3.7.3.2 The OTU and OTM Problem

Every branch contains two items known as the date-time used
and the date-time moCifieo. A Crocess with clearance X can

*I, reference a segment "Itth a classification lower trar X
|]Acausing its dtu to be updated. This updated ctu can then b~e

observed by a process with a clearance lover than X 3rd
... "'hence, write-down channel exists. In fact, whenever any

segment is referenced, all of Its superior directories must
4 first be activated. Since activztion is Synonymous with use

'"em in the present system, the atues of all superior directories
are updated whenever a segment is referencec. A similar71 problem is Dosed by atm. The modification of i seqlent or
arectory causes the updating of dtm not enly for that

I segment or directory, btt for all superior oirectories Ps

W ell. (This is done to aid the tackuo system in locating
modified segments and directories without excessive
searching. )

In order to eliminate the write-clown channel caused by the
upwards propagation of dtu and dtm, new interoretations *Ill
be qiven these two attrlbutes %ith respect to ilrectories.
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- Currently, 4tu 4nd Itm refer to the entire subtree of a
directory. Instead, dtu ano dtm will be maoe to refer to
the directory Itself. A new entry item called "date-time
subtree modified" (dtsm) will be kept to maintain oumcirq
efficiency. The dtsm, however, will be available only to
the dumper process ano not to ordinary users. (See
Section 3.121

In order to prevent writing dcwn vla dtut It will be
necessary to further alter tie interpretation of ctL.
Specifically, dtu will hold the time that a segment was last
referenced by a process of the same "level" as the secment.
In other words, the reading of a segment with classification
X by a process with a clearance higher than X will be
"transparent" as far a- dtu Is concerned. The same will

also be true for directories. Notice that dtu will retain
its present meaning for any segment which Is referenceo cnly
by processes of the same *level." This change In meaning Is
acceptable, beciuse dtu is primarily used in an Interface
where precision Is not required. Otu Is primarily usec to
order the output of the list command and to delete all files
not usec in some period of time. Thusq a precise atu is not

• j essential.

Implementation of this new interpretation of dtu will be
relatively simple. The global transparent usage S IitCh
(gtus) contalnel In each AST entry will be manipulated ir a
new f3shion so as to properly control the setting of atu.
Whenever a segment is activatec, the gtus will be turned off
If the activating process h as the same level and category
set as the segment. Otherwise, the gtus will be turned on.
Thereafter, any process which takes a segment fault on that
segment will turn off the gtus if it has the same level and
category set as the segment. The only exceptions to this
rule will be special transparent system processes (e.cS the
dumper and reloader) which will never turn off gtus.
Whenever the branch of an active segment is updateu, tte dtu
for the segment will be reset only if the qtus for the
segment Is off.
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3.8 ACCESS TO I/O CHANNELS

3.8.1 Requirements

No user process sthoulc be able tc iirectly attach any i/O
device other than a terminal and then only If it has been
specifically allocated to the Process by a system crocess.

Each I/O device must be identified with a level/category.

Any process performing I/O on a device must only be able toIf Perform the operations allowed by the fixed level Cropertv
rules (I.e. only read from a lower 'level" device, only
write to a higher "level" device, anJ reaa/write to a device
of the same "level").

The "level" of a cevice must be subject to change by the
system operator.

The Initial "level" of each device must be cortrollec by the
System Security Officer.

Teletype channels must be Identified with a maximum "levels"
so that a user can only create a process of a "level" equal
to or below the maxlmum.

3.8.2 Design Considerations

One approach consicereO was removing current hcs_ entries
for device attachment and using a new gate to restrict
attachment of all aevices other than terminals to systeir
daemons only. Thl3 approach would require either - ring
four write-around for hcs_ or else the mouification cf all
ring four modules that reference hcs attachmert priltives.

An additional consideration was to h3ve the syitem contrcl
490l Process man3ge tcletype channels entirely. This concept

went along with the previous aoproach, so thit torairals
'7. coula be handlej in a slightly different manner ano 'till be

attached by user processes. Complete system control Process
management of teletyoes was rejected because, 0.ott tull

'k system control process management of telety;e channels,
there are no ring 0 modules irvolved In ire attachment
decision, only in the actual attachment operation.

4.6
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Another approach to managing 1/0 devices was to Pave
separate device lists, one for system devices and one for
user devices. The normal user attempting to attach any
device would check only that list which applioo to him. The
configuration deck was suggested as a cortrol for the
memberships of these lists. This Idea was also rejected.

The most promising suggestion involved adding a new ring 0
tablet called the Peripheral Assignment Table (PAT), which
would be referenced on each attachment operation, to provide
a level/category check of the device that a process Is
attempting to attach. This Idea was adopted as Dart of the
Oesign Approach.

3.8.3 Design Approach

The Peripheral Assignment Table (PAT) concept will be
Integrated Into existing ring 0 tables. Each device wlich
could be attached to a process will be described In this
table. The maximum mode, classification level and category

set will be included in the entry for each device. It a
process attempts to attach a device, the clearance of toe
process will be compared to the classificatior of the aevice

to ensure that the process wi I not "write down" or "read
up.m The "write up" capability will be allowed only If the

P device Is a "write only" device (e.g., a printer).

The use of the PAT, as described abovet provides assurance
that normal 1/0 operations will adhere to the fixed level
property rules. It does not, however, prevent the oossible
exploitation of flaws In ring 0 1/0 procedures. T-e
exploitation of "bugs" contained In 1/0 oroceoures has been
a traditional means of breaking the security of many
computer systems. Thereforet until ring 0 1/0 procedures
can be certifiedl correct, only trusted system crocesses oill
be permitted to directly attacl any 1/0 devices other than
terminals. This restriction will be enforced by moving
attachment entries from hcs_ to a new gate accessible to

system daemons only. An hcs_ write-around will be crovided
so that existing daemon software will not require

modifications.

Any process requesting a tape drive to be attached must use
the new ring one tape management software (THS). The TMS
will maintain a tape descriptor segment for each tace

P. registered on the system. At attachment time the segment
for the Particular tape will be checked to fino th~e
requestor's "need to know" access and the classification of

the tape. A message will be sent to the tape allocator
process to assign the requesting process a drive of tPe sawe
"level" as the tape. (Note$ at tPis point, the ring one TMS

is choosing the "level" of the drive baseO on the
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classification of the tape descriptor segment.) When the
Icunt reauest Is sent to the operatort the drive
classification will be specified (correctly) and the
ogerator must verify that the tape requestec has the save
"levelw as the drive. This can easily be cone by cclor
ccding and pliInly marking tee correct classIficatior on
bcth reels and drives. The tape mount must be rejected (and

tle System Security Officer notified) If there Is any
discrepancy. (see Section 3.10 for more detsils or tape
110). It must be noted that , - primary control on tae
security is the system operator. The TMS can only check the
orerator. If the operator makes a mistake or Is "spoofed",
tte TMS cannot, in general, detect the error.

Ttere must be a way to maintain operatioral proceoure
ccnslstencv and yet allow the system control processo
rLnning at the inclassifieo level (see Secticn 3.11), to
read Too Secret backup tapes during reload. Operational
consistency requires the Top Secret tapes to be mounted on a
Top Secret tape drive. Therefore, a means will be croviced
for the system control Process to bypass tte fixed level
property restrictions so it will be able to "read up" in a
carefully controlled canner.

I4
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3.9 SYSTEM PROCESSES ANO SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

Many system services such as logging in and logging out a
user, printinj a segment on the printer for a user, savirg
the contents of the disks on tape, restoring tle contents cf
the disks from taoe, restorirg the contents of the -isks
when they have been damageo, retrieving a segment that h .s

been lost, are performeo by special processes, kncwn a2s
"system processes." Clearly, these processes neea unusual

power in order to be able tc carry out their lob, and, ny
their nature, cannot operate at any single clearance level
without violating the fixed level property restricticns;
however, they must n.Ve£ violate the fundamental security
rules.1 For example, some of these processes need tne reao" and
"write" capabilities cn all segments in the system. Some

need the "status" and "mocify" capabilities on all
directories in the system; some need to communicate back
and forth with 3l processes ir the system; some need to be'- able to attach any I/O channel. It is obvious that there
exists no clearance which woulc give a system orocess the

right to perform its lob, and still adhere to tre fixed
level Property requirements. However, for certi ficaticn
purposes, there is a very strong desire to as;Ign a level
and category to atl processes in the system Ilttout

exceotion. It Is unoerstood, of course, that system
processes must not be bouno by the fixed level rrooerty
restrictions in order to perform certain tasks: therefore,

the programs in trese processes must "Interretively"
enforce the fundamental security rules.

Use of interpretation rather tran fixed level cropertv rules
by a system process, as Dart of normal system oDeratior,
will be called an "intercretive operation." Any

interpretive 9oeratlons should fall into one of the
following classest

a. Access to Segmentsl the retriever proce ,s and the
system control process (when reloading) must be able to
read and write s egments of any classification, but .gfljy

to copy properly classified information to anc from
,w tape. The I/O coorInator and also the system control

process must be able to share message segments with

user processes of any clearance.
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b. Access to 0Drectoriesl the system control process and
the retriever process must be able to perform specific
operations In any directory.

c. IPCI the I/O coordinator as well as the system control

Process must be able to receive "wakeuDs" from

processes of 3ny clearance, using the ;nterprocess
communication facillty.

d. I/0 Channelst the system cortrol process must be able

to attach an I/O channel of any classificatior (See
Section 3.5).

Since it is desirable to minimize interpretive ooeraticns,

the strategy for assigning a level to a system process is to

select the one wtIch causes the fewest interpretive

operat ions.

An interpretive oper3tion always involves a process, an

object, and a time interval. For eacl Interpretive

operation which it Performs, a system process must obtain an

exception permission." An exception permission can be

' /represented by the triple (P,OT) -- a process P Is allowed

to vioate the fixed level property with respect to object 0
for time interval T. From the viewpoint of a given system

r iprocess, each exception permission Is represented by an

object or set of objects and a time interval. For example,

if the unclassified I/0 coorcinator needs to read a Tcp
Secret message segment, the exception oermlssicn represented
by

(all segments, lifetime of the process)

is sufficient to allo" tt'e interpretive operation to occur,

*A second permission,

" + (all messaie segments, lifetime of the process)

is more restrictive tut st Ill allows ti-e ooer lor.

Finally, a tniri ermlss~or,

(all messale segments, while the process is in rinq I)

Is even more restrictive 1ut still sufficient. Each
exception permission tas a smaller "exception enveloce- .r n
the preceding one. The second permission restricts tre

class of objects, whereas the third permission restricts tte

time interval as well. 1his example serves to motivale tte
notions of "object grarularity- and "time granularity."
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The second permission has a finer objeet granularity than
the first, while the third permission has a finer tire
granularity than either of the first two. Grarulirity
should be interpreted to be the scope or envelope of access
granted to a system process for an interpretive operation.

For any interpretive operation, the finest grarularity which

still allows the operation is most desirable frou tthe
standpoint of the principle of least privilege. For the
above example, the class of objects (which has only one
member) represented by

(the TS message segment for dprint aueue-3 to

the printer In room 405)

may well have the finest sufficient object granularity.

Two general approaches to maraging the use of exception
permissions have been considered during the design aralysis.
These two approaches, callec the "privileged function"
approach and the "Privileged Process" approach, are
described below.

The Privileged function approach is one which permits the

finest Possible time ano object granularity to be enforcec.
Essentially, this approach provides a special ring a
Primitive to Perform each different interpretive operation.
Access to these privilegeo functions is restrictec to
specific system Processes by use of ring 0 gates avlrg
appropriate access control lists. Under this scheme, oblect
granularity can be made as subtle as one desires. Also,
time granularity can be t lghtly contrcIled. If an
Interpretive operation Is performed entirely within rirg ,

then The call into ring 0 and the corresconadnq return
delimit the time Interval of toe exception Dermlsslor. It
is not only the absolute size of the time interval ohlct is
signiflcant, but also the far-, ttrat control never exits the
trusted ring 0 domair. durinS toe Interval. Hopefully. this
will reduce the effort neeaed to certify outer ring
procedures which perform interpretive operations. The
privileged function approach aisc Provides a very natural

4 ,and simple means for auditing Interpretive operations.

The privileged function approach is not without its
disadvantages and limitations from the viewpoint of imcact
on current implementation. The use of restricteo gates
tends to tie procedures to processes. Currently in ultics,
system processes use many of the same library crocedures as
do other procasses. If, however, system processes were
required to employ special gates to perform privileged, but

otherwise common operations (e.g. deleting a segment), then
; :I special versiori of many library procedures would be neeoea.

The daemon software Itself would require numerous
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modifications to convert calls to standard library
procedures and standard ring 0 gates to calls to special
library procedures and special ring 0 gates. And, of
course, the new ring 0 privIlegec functions would have to be
provided. Therefore, from an im~lementalon standooint, the
privileged function approach Is unattractive. Also, it

sould be recognized that this approach Is not appropriate
for all types of Interpretive operations. For examcle,
asynchronous events, such es tie receipt of an JPc wakeup,
cannot be handled in ti-Is manner. In many cases, the time
Interval of an exceptior permission cannot be tigh'tly
controlled. Consider* for example, the use of privileged
functions to Initiate segments or to attach 1/0 channels.
Although the granting of these priviieles can be restricted
to ring o, the subsequent use of these orIvIleges cannot be
so restricted. Hence, while it may not bf. diffictlt to
locate the intervals within a Program in which an exception
permission is In use, it will be necessary to trace all
possible side-effects. System aLditors must ensure that a
system process is memoryless with respect to each fixed
level Property exception. This will, In gereral, require

full examination of every program which Performs
interpretive operations. Hence, a substantial certification

3 effort will still be requirec for outer ring daemon
programs.

* The privileged process approach to handlirg Interpretive
operations Is one which attempts to minimize implementation
difficulty. In its simplest form, this approach rerely
requires a oer-orocess switch to indicate whetter or not a
process has "system privileges." This switch (presumably
stored in the pds) would be interpreted by those ring 0
moaules responsible for access computation. Essentially,
fixed level property access checking would be effectively
disabied for all processes having sysTew orivilees.
Clearly, this scheme requires comparatively little effort to
implement. All that is necessary is a mechanisw to
initialize the oriviiege spitch and modifications to Suspend
fixed level property access checking for processes raving
the switch turned on. Unfortunately, this approach pays
little heed to the principle of least orivilege. Also, this
approach has the disaovantage that fixed level prooerty
exceptions occurring within a program will not be explicit
in the code, but rather implicit In the fact that the
executing process has system privileges. Thus, the task of
certification seems more difficult as compared to the

privileged function approach.

The basic privileged process approach could. of course, be
greatly elaborated. Object granularity coulo be enharcec by
use of multiple switches, each correspondinS to a different
class of objects. Also, time Sranularity COLIC he entanced
by setting anJ resel'ting these switches frequentiy. Taken
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to the limit, this sCl-eme begins to resemble the privlleged
function approach. A switch, or set of Switches, coulc beturned on before eacr Stanoard ring 0 call, and then reset
upon return. However, the finer the granularity, the moredifficult the Implementation; hence, the Principal advantage
of the privileged process approach Is lost.

It is expected that some hybrid of the two aoproaches
described above will be adopted in order to obtain apractical compromise between ease of validatior and ease of
implementation. The specific nature of the hybrid aporoachwill depend upon desiSn details to be considered during
Impl ementation.
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3.10 I/O 3AEMON COI TROL IN A SECURE ENVIRONMENT

3.10.1 Requirements

The primary requirement of the Air Force 3ata Services
Center is that no user of the Multics system be able to
directly control any external 1/O device (other than his own
terminal). Theretore, each 1/0 device must be controlleo by
a system process to provide the needed I/O capabilities.
The devices that will be controlled by system processes will
be the caro reader, the card punch, central site printers,
remote printers ana tape drives.

For each line printer, an operator (other than the central
site operator) will always be in attendance. This operator

IL. ?will be the Primary "controller- of the line printer. The

detailed requirements for operating local and remote line
printers are as follows:

I. Ouring operational hours, it the line printer Is
powered on and the system is running, tte line printer
should be kept ousy as much as possible.

2. If the current queue being processed by a line printer
Is exhausteaq another queue should get serviced
automatically (within operational constraints).
Separate jueues will be kept for each cevice. For a

* given device, tne queue 1 requests for arnV level should
be Processed before the queue 2 rejuests, etc.

3. There must be an accountability form terminal
associated with each line printer (local or remote).
Nothing will be crinted or the line printer until the
controlling process has attached the terminal by
specific action on the Dart of the prinltr operator.

lo Ouring printer operations, there *111 be one
-. accountability form proaucec for each copy of eacl

segment printed (one oer banner).

4. It must be possible for a printer operator to request a
samole accountability form to be printeo on the
terminal to verify proper alignment of the forms.
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5. It is reuired trat bott the accountability form
terminal and the line printer be able to oetect an "out
of paper" condition ano signal this corditior to tle
process control ling the device.

6. It must be possible for the printer operator to start
and stop ooeration of the line printer.

7. The printer ooerator must also be able to restart or
reprint requests that are either In mio-executior or
that have oeen 1rocessea but have not been processed
correctly.

8. The amount of commtnication necessary between the
printer operator and the central site operator must be
kept to a minimum.

9. The banner for all printed outout must identify the
classification of the higtest level of data that can be
contained in the printout.

1C. At the user's reauest, page headers an footers must be

supplied on each page of printed output whict, will

Indicate the classification level of the segment from
which the printec information was obtainea. The reader

r ano footer labels will be octional, however the aefault
will be to print labels. If desired, the user can
replace the segment classification with an arbitrary
string.

lj. The current "'heacer" and "dfstination" octions Will be

retained for distribution pcint information only.

12. The accountability form will be filled In Witt all
pertinent Information relative to the request that it
describes.

A new capability must be supolled to allow a system process
to perform tape I/O based on user requests. The basic
requirements for handling tape I/O are as follcwsl

1.. Only system processes will be able to directly attach
tapes.

... S A 2. Normal users will be able tc Place a tape reao/write

. 4'& request in a queue for a system process to perform the
0-- , actual informaticn transfer.

0 S.3 When the tape data is orlline, the user will htave to
reference the Jata as a segment or multi-segment file.
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4. Commands must be provided to allow users to make tape
requests.

5. Tapes must only be mounted on physical drives of tthe
same "'level" as the tape.

Modifications must be made to the present card Input scheme.
The basic requirements for card Input are as followst

1. Only system processes will 1e able to directly attach
the card reader.

2. The operational staff must not be burdened witt- the
longterm storage ano handllrq of a large volume of card
decks.

3. The owner of a card aeck will be responsible for
identifyinj the classification of the deck at the time
it is submitted to the operations staff for Input.

4. A cara deck submitted for inout will be read Into an
online segment having the same classification as the
deck.I

The standard Multics card purching capablli*les, wlich
ti allows queued punch requests and user specified punch code,

must be enhanced to Ioentlfy the classificatior .)f the data
being punched. The amount of card punch usage Is
anticipated to be low enough that system crooaced
accountability forms are not required. A combinatlor of
administrative oroceaures and system software should be used
to provide a secure method of cistributing clessiffec card
decks.

3.10.2 Design Considerations

71 The message segment management design outlined in Section
3.5 forces the design away from the current Multics queueing
strategy. For each device type supported we must provide
separate queues for each classification level supportec by
the system. However, unclassified only degenerates to the
current Multics strategy.

The design alternative of having one device driver for eachpermissible -level" for each device type was rejected oue to

the high overhead recuired In maintaining several "ioie"
driver processes and in having tle I/0 coorilnator mullinlex
I/0 devices and accountability fcrm terminals between driver
processes.4?

I'
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r73.10.3 Design Approach
The approach for provioing external 1/0 caoabilities Is
essentially that of the Multics standard product, i.e. an
1/0 coordinator process and one driver process per device.
For each device type supported by the system, there will be

one message segment queue per "level" or, if desirec,
several queues per "level" having different Priority
ratings. The 1/O coordinator must have the ability to

access these queues at all "levels" and to communicate via
IPC with driver processes at all *levels." The driver
processes will obey the standard fixed level property rules
concerning attachment of 1/0 devices and segment references.

I/O Cooralrator

There is no "level" at wlich tfe I/O coordinator can operate
strictly within the fixed level property rules. Therefore,
it will operate at the lowest Possible "level" wit- the
special privileges needed. This choice offers the advantage
of not requiring special IPC privileges for the driver
processes with which the I/O Coordinator communicates. Tte

I/O coordinator will have the following characteristics In
the two-level security envlronment:

1. There will be multiple queues, specifically one per

level per device class Per criority.

2. The I/O coordinator will allocate tasks to various
driver processes where each task Is deflned as a
request of a single user.

3. The 1/0 coordinator will be responsible ter makirg tt-e

decision of where to send an Individual task, (i.e. to

the appropriate device driver process at the correct
"level"). The decision will be based In part on the
minimum exoectea device level for a given class of
device. ls ~will, for example, allow the I/0
coorcinator to allocate all tasks for a remote line'i" "I ,heremotePrinter to a driver process at "level" 29 .Ifterme

printer Is never to be classified below "level" D. At
the AFOSC central site, where printers will be operated
at both Secret and Top Secret, the minimum exoected
"level" decision criterion will prevent requests from
Secret users and below beIrg sent to a Top Secret
device* so that there will be a minimum of
over-classification at distribution time. The operator
will be able to reconfigure the queues by changing the
minimum exoected "level" for a device class.
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4. The 1/0 coordinator will not make decisiors as to Wthlch
device drivers to create. This will be cone routirely
by the system operator manually Jogging in the correct
driver at tthe correct "level." The operator will also
be responsible for reclassifying devices when
necessary.

5. The I/0 coordinator will tave to perform Interpretive
security operations to be aole to read and delete
requests from each message segment queue at each
"level in the system. Also, the 1/0 coordinator must
perform interprocess communication with oriver
processes at various levels.

6. A temporary history file will be recordec on a per
driver basis for restarting requests, Which lave
abnormally terminated or which were sent to a printer
that had no Paper.

7. The I/0 Coordinator will be responsible for deletirg
segments when requested by a user. This task cannot be
performed by the driver Crocesses since, In order to

J allow for restarting, a segment cannot be deleted urtil
some specitied length of time after printing. Hence.

r the 1/0 Coordinator must bypass the fixed level
property restrictions In order to Jelete branches from
directories of all classifications.

R- Pert of the optional cata supplied by a user will be an

event channel and process 1l0 which can be usec for user
notification at tte completion of his request, assuwinq
that the process is still active at the tife tfe
request Is processed.

9 q. The devices thit will be controlled throuch the 1/11
coordinator and driver processes will be the cari
reader, tne card Punch, central printers, remole
Printers, anj taoe drives. There will be one oriver

.. ,process for eacn Incividual device.

Line Printers

.L Both local and remote line drifters will be handlc ry
Printer driver processes. Printer driver oproesses will tp
operated with the fol lowing corstr3intsl

1. The level of the driver wi II be equal to the leves f
the device. The level of the device will be t.en in
letermilninj the banner classification name for tnp
Printed ou%;ut.
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This process will not be able to access data In
segments of a higher level.

2. The driver process mill be passed requests gererated
from various "level" user processes as aecLcec by tle
1/0 coordinator.

3. The driver will aod optional header and tooter
labels on each page of output Indicating the level of
the segment being printed. This will be explained in

more detail later.

4. The printer driver process will be responsible for

Interpreting the "need to krow" access of the requester
from the access control list of the segment tt3t is

being printed (The I/0 coordinator will interpret tte
user's access for deleting, when reauesteo.1

5. The driver process will require an accountability form
terminal to be attachec. At no time will the driver
process attach its printer before the attachment of the
terminal. If tne terminal Is inoperativet the printer

Is also assumed to be inoperative.

6. The driver process will be modified to prepare
accountability forms.

7. There will be a sequence number associated with each
banner sheet to help operations burst the printer
output. Since this number will be generated by a
driver orocess at request processing tiwe, it mill be
unknown to the user. Therefore, it cannot be used as a
claim checK to pick up printed output.

8. Oriver processes will accept commands from the
accountability form terminal. These commands will bet

start start printing requests

stop stop at next riEquest

abort stop ifmediately
.4

sample print sample fcrm

G Al; When the printer operator types "samle" on the
.4. 'terminal, the oriver process will produce one saptle

accountability form to verify alignment of the paper.
However, it will not start producing output until the
operator enters the start command.

9. The driver Process will prepare an accounting file to
charge eacn user for the use of the Printer.
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Printer output will have a banner, optional page labels, and
an accountability form to help Identify the classification
of the printed Information. The banner will have an added
field of large block lettering to Indicate tiat the printed
output "may contain (levelI ,here (level) is the

classification level (without the category set) of the
device on which the Information was printed. The mnemonic
used In the banner must be no longer than t-irteen
characters. (The same mnemonics will be used throughout the
system.) The classification on the banner cannot be
controlled by the user and will be the same as that
indicated on the accountability form. In adaition to
printing the classification level in large olock letters,
the full classification, Including categorles, will be
printed in stan3ard-size letters.

The header and destination octions to the aoprint command
will still operate as In the standard Multics system.
However, the information supplied In this manrer must not be

used to determine classification of output. Rather, the
Information should be considered as user delegated "need to
know" authorization to be used to help In the distribution
of output.

Header and footer page labels may be placed on each page of
printed output by use of a new dprLnt option. (The default
will be no page labels.) The optional label will contain
the classification of the segment from which the infcrmation
was obtained. Alternatively* a user may request tlat an
arbitrary string (less than 132 characters) be used in place
of the segment classification by using another new option to
the dprint command. Header ano footer page labels will De
centerea across the page. It stould be recognized that the
use of page labels will recuce the number of text lines per
Paget and hence, may upset the page aligrment of formatted
output.

Tapes

Tapes will be h3ndled as part of the general I/O scheme
mentioned above. The "level" of a tape driver process will

Valways equal the "level" of the requests which It handles.
A tape driver process will be permitted read/write access to
tapes having the same "level" and read-only access to tapes
of a lower "level." Write-only access to higher level tapes
will not be permitted since there Is no apparent v31ue In
such a capabil Ity.

The user Interface to the tape I/0 mechanism will permit tt-e
user to request that a tape be read into a segment or that a
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segment be written to tape. The user may optionally request
notification (oy means of an IPC wakeup) of the cowoletion
of a tape read operation. The user need not specify
Mstandard" or "non-standara" tape format since this
information will be available In the tape CescrLptor
segment. Tape drivers will operate as followso

1. The "level" of the tape driver process will be the same
as the "level" of the requestor. However, only Secret
and Top Secret processes will be used at AFOSC.

2. The "'level" of the tape drive that will be chosen to
satisfy a given tape request will be the same as the
"level" of the tape as Indicated by the tape aescriptor
segment. (The operator, however, Is the oriwary
control that tle "level" of the drive matc'es tt'e
"level" of the reel.)

3. If the level of the driver crocess is greater than tie
"level" of the tape drive, the attachmert will be reaJ

only.

4.. Tape driver processes will operate within the fixed
level property restrictions. Thereforet any segments
created while reading tapes will have the same "level"
as the drkver process.

5. The access mode given to t Pe reauestor for a read
request will be the miniwum of the requested mode of

access and the effective moce of access for ttat user
to the tape descrIrtor segient.

" 6. On a read tape request, tte information will be stored
in a multi-segment file in a tape pool directory of the
correct level using the tape number as the segment rame
(unless another pathname was specified by the user).

7. Storage management of the tape pool directories will be
a problem. A tape Image segment or multi-segment file
(which can occupy thousanos of pages of orline storage)
must remain In Its tape pcol directory long enough to

Y be processed by the user. The required retention tire

will, of course, vary from one tape segment to the
next. In order to allow the user to aid in stora;e
management, a "delete" option will be provided for the
tape write request. If specified, this option wIll
inform the tape driver Crocess to delete a segmert
after writing It to tape. As a further aid in storage
management, it may also be desirable to give users
modify permission in an inner ring to the tape cool
directories. A command could then be Provided which
deleted a tape segment at the user's request while
operating In an inner ring. This would ensure that a
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user could only delete his cwn tape segments, and could
properly handle th~e case of shared tape segments.
Periodically, it will be necessary to delete from the
tape pool directories thcse segments which have
exceeded a specified age limit.

8. The "Multics standard tape" Information stored in the
tape descriptor segment will be used to Identify which
device interface module the driver process will use to
read/write the tape. This provides 3 means of
automatically handling bothl Multics standard format
tapes and non-standard fcrmat tapes through the same
user Interface.

9. A tape write request "ill write whole tapes only. A

tape read request may read a whole taoe or else may
specify a portion of 3 tape by supplying two
end-of-fila marks at whict to start and stop reading.
Individual records will nct be read or replaced on 3
tape.

10. The user will De able to specify the Pathname to be
used for the read/write operation If he wants to use a
different segment th-an woulc be provided in the tace
Pool directory.

Notet The user must have enough quota to hold an entire

tape if ne wants to read a tape using a specified
pathname.

Card Ing:ut

Card input wL I I be handled much the same as in the present1 system. A user will submit his card deck to the ooerations
staff along with a special contrcl card specifying a useric.
The deck will then be read into a segment created In a card

pool directory, and tre soecified userid will be acoec to

the access control list of the segment. There will actually

be one card pool directory per "level." The opner of a oeck
will be responsible for identifying the classification of
his deck and thus the appropriate card pool oarectory.
Unlike the present scheme, no lIlk to the card Image segment

i t will be created for the user. This eliminates a
vulnerability of the present card Inout mechanism whereby a
user could cause a link to be placed anywhere In the
hierarchy. Instead, the user will be given a seauence
number by which to identify the card Image segment created
for his deck. Wnen logged In, the user will amoloy a new
command which takes the sequence number as an arqumnt,
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locates the associated card iwage segment, copies It Into a
new segment named by the user, and then deletes the card

Image segment. This new command will operate in an lIrner
ring. Users will have no access to card Image segments or

card pool directories in ring 4. Periodically, it will be

necessary to delete from the card Pool directories ttose

segments which have not been copied and deletec within a
reasonable period of time.

Card Output

Card output presents a new problem In loentifyirg the

classification of the information punched on the deck.
Printed output is initially in one piece and each page can

be labeled. Card decks, however, are not connected and

cannot be labeled by the system except for deck header anJ
trailer cards. Therefore, it is easy for caro decks to get

mixed with other cards of cifferent classifications unless a

new Procedure is adooted.

The obvious solution is to use cards of different colors for

the different deck classifications. This solution carries

with it some operational problems which must oe mentionec.

First, for this System to be effective, a giver card cclor
must always be usea to Identify the same classification.

This is needed to ensure correct handling of the decks ty
the distribution staff and operations personnel. Therefore,
if the supply of cards for a given color Is exhausted, all

card output for that classification mast be stsoenei,

Second, a card deck of a given color Is difficult to

declassify since the meaning of the color must be preservec.
Therefore, the downgrading of a card deck Pust be cone ty

repunching the entire deck on cards of a different color and

destroying the origiral. This operation must be
administratively forblden except under carefully controlled
conditions and only when approved by the System Security
Officer.

Third, to avoid the problems of over-classification, t-e

punch must be handling requests of only one classification

during any period of time. This means that operator

intervention is necessary every time a request queue of a
different "level" is to be serviced.

The Multics punch driver process will be modified to support
this mode of operation by the followinq softare

h capabilities anJ administrative croceduress
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1. The punch driver process will operate wittin the fixed
level property restrictions for access to segments and

I/0 channels.

2. To Prevent over-classification of punched output, tre
driver process should operate at the "level" of the
requesting process rather than at a higher "level."
Also the "level" of the card punch should be tthe same
as the "level" of tle driver process. This will ensure
that the color of the card deck will Indicate tre

classification which corresponds to the clearance of
the requestor. The I/0 coordinator will help to
separate the data of oifferent request "l-vels" through
the "minimum expected level" decision mechanism
described above. Only if the operational buraen of
downgrading a portion of the decks Punched is
acceptable, should the "minimum level- of the purch be
set higher than unclassified.

3. The I/O coordinator will inform the operetor wnen the
queue of requests for the current device driver is

empty, to allow him to reclassify the device for
operation at a new "level."

4. An operator will change the operating "level" of a
tpunch driver by:

logging out the criver process;

reclassifying tne punch to the new "level-*,

changing the color of the card supply;

logging in a punch driver of the correct "level."

The driver process will Inform the IO cooroInator of
Its clearance whlich will be used in routing user
requests. However, the security of the Puncheo output
is totally depenoent upon tte correct caro color being
loaded by the operator.

5. Accountability forms for the card decks will ave to be

prepared manually. The normal terminal output of the
. driver can be used to separate the decks to ensure a

one to one corresponoence between accountability fcrus

and card decks.

6. Users should be olscouraged, aoministratively, from
requesting 1 ropunch of a seqment which has a
classificdtion which is lower than the clearance of his
proces ,. This would result In implicitly ungrading the

.. information, resulting in overclassification.
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7. The Inform3tlon OrOvIced by the termLnal Cutout of tle
driver process will be stored In a segment to provice
an online audit of comleted Punch requests.
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3..1. SYSTEP CONTROL PROCESS

3.11.1 Description

The system control process performs the tasks of system
initialization, answering service and system control.

In its function as the system Initializiticn process, it
reads a system bootstrap tape and creates the Multics
environment. If necessary, the system control Process is
used to reload the tile hierarchy from backup taoes.

In its function as the answering service orocess, it
S"listens- to all teletype channels. Wher a terminal

powers-on, it sends an interrupt to the system cortrol
process. The answering service then prints a greeting, and
validates the !ogin or dal command. In the case of a valij
login command, the answering service creates e process in

*'" the name of the user, al locates the console I/I channel to
the process, anJ senos the process a wakeup. The answering
service also handles reauests from the user's pro ess for
newproc and lojout, anc coordinates requests for table
ki paates from the System Administrator ano Pro~ect
Admini strators.

In its function as the system control process, it recorcs
accounting information, valicates requests for I/0 aevices
(tapes, etc.), controls the consoleless oaemons, and
provioes an operator commano interface.

3.11.2 Requirements

It is a requireient that these functions continue to work,
without substantial implementation modificatiors.

It is a requirernert that the system control process violate
the fixed level prooerty as little as possible.
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3.11.3 Chosen Approach

To minimize the need for special access and the necessity to
rewrite code, the system control process will run at the
unclassified level. In this way, all System Administration
segments (e.g. user registration and accounting) will be
unclassified. Thus, System Administration and Project
Administration oill be unclassified for nearly all functions
and will require no violations of the fixed level property.

IPC (interproces, communicatior) will be modified to orovIce
the necessary communication paths between the system control

process and user processes. IPC will have a privileged
entry to set a flag which will allow the system control
process to receive messages from any "level" process,

despite the fact that it is unclassified. By normwl access
rules It will always be able to send IPC messaqes to any
process. (see Section 3.5)

In communicating witt other processes, the system contrcl
process will be able to use specified message !egmerts of
any "level." (see Section 3.9)

The system control process, in its functior as the system
initializer, will initialize the ring 0 tables used to

validate all attachments of I/O channels. (See Section

3.8.)

As part of its function as the system control orocess, it
will execute operator commands for reclassifying I/0
channels, handling tapes, etc.

See Section 3.3 for an explanation of absentee and login
validation procedures.

See Section 3.13 for an explanation of the role of the
System Control Process in reloading.
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3.12 OTHER SYSTEM PROCESSES

3.12.1 The Backup and Dumper Gacmons

Two system daemons, namely "Backup" and "Dumper," are
employed to perform file systew backup. These two daemons
scan the hierarchy and copy to tape "eligible" tiles and
directories. rhe eligibility of a file or directory for
backup dumping depends upon the dumping mode. Incremental
dumps, performed by the backup daemon, dumo files and
directories which have been mocified since tiey were last
Incrementally dumpec. Complete dumos, performed (less
frequently) by the dumper daemon, dump all files and
directories.

In the past, two separate daemons were needed In order to
run incremental and complete dumrs concurrently. However, a
multiple login feature Is now avallaole which permits a user
(or daemon) to be logged In several times concurrently with
the same principal identifier. Hence, it Is feasible to
have only a single daemon for backup Purposes. Therefore,
Dumper.SysOaemon will be discaroed In order to minimize the
number of system daemons ard to simplify the access
requirements for file backup.

The backup daemon will run with the highest clearance level
so that It may read all files and directories. This

" : Implies, of course, trat backup tapes and dump maps will, as
desired, have the nighest classification. The backuo
daemon, being a trusted process, will be Permitted to
directly attach tapes.

The backup daemon must set the date-time duwoed (dtd) for
all segments anJ directories. Currently, modify permission

,w on a directory Is needed to set dtd for branches contained
within the directory. This imllies that the backup daemon
would need the ability to modify directories at all levels.
This problem is really a manifestation of a more basic
problem. Intuitively, it makes little sense that a user is
forced to give the backup caemon modify permission to
directories. The function of backup is essentially *"read
only" in nature. Therefore, read access to a segment ltl
be sufficient to set atd for that segment.
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The date-time dumped (otd), date-time modified (dtm),
date-time used (dtu), ano oate-time entry moOified (dtem)
segment attributes will no longer be Subject to explicit
modification by users. Currently, these dete-times are
writeable via hcs and hence are not trustworthy.

Therefore, hcs_ entries which set these date-times will be
removed.

Certain changes to the oumper program (used by the baCKtLp
daemon) will be required. First, the new level/category
information must be backed up and hence must be addea to the
dump record format. Second, a new hphcs_ call must be
provided to permit the backup daemon to set Oto. And third,
a new branch attribute called the date-time s4.btree moolfied
(see Section 3.7.5) must be Introduced to guide incremertal
dumping.

The backup daemon will not violate the fixed level creoerty
rules In any manner.

3.12.2 The Retriever Daemon

The retriever daemon is used to recover selected files ard
directories from backup tapes at the useres request. In
order to read backup tapes, the retriever must run witt tte
highest clearance.

The retriever will require certain special privileges. In
order to restore filIes and directories to the tierarclV, the
retriever must be able to create branches of all
classifications and to modify segments and oLrectoriks of
all classifications.

Certain modifications to the retriever program will be
required. New ring 0 calls must be Insertej to Qrooerly
restore the classifications of segments and directories.
Also, a new hohcs primitive will be orovidec to allow the

I Itretriever to restore the various date-times (since these
-~ Awill no longer be writeable via hcs_ as described above).

It is possible, although very unlikely, that an attemct

could be made to retrieve a branch Into a directory of a
higher classification In viol.tion of the ron-decreasirg
classification rule of the hierarchy. This could only occur
if a directory were createot deleted, and then recreated at
a higher classLf ication. (This seouence could also be
simulated simply by swapping directory names.) Ring 5 will
refuse to set the classification of a branch lower than the
classification of Its containing directory. Hencev an
attempt to retrieve a branch into a directory of higher
classification will implicitly reclassify the trench at the
level of the directory. If a user wishes to avoid such
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reclassification, he can rename or delete the existing
directory, or else can retrieve the branch into a different
directory (as described below).

It is also Possible, but unlikely, that an attempt could be
made to retrieve a segment into a directory of lower
classification. This could only occur if a C-lectory were
created, deleted, and then recreated it a lower
classification. Oue to the quota Problem (see Section
3.7 .4) segments are required to have the sawe
classification is their containing directory. Therefore,
ring 0 will refuse to set tte classificatior of a segment
branch higher than that of its containing directory. Since
the retriever cannot be permitted to declassify a segment, a
request to retrieve a segment into a directory of lcwer
classification must be rejected. A user can avoid this
problem by renaming or deleting the existing directory or by
retrieving into a different directory.

The SSO must develop a Dlan to administer the submission ard
validation of retrieval requests. Clearly, users cannot be
permitted to directly inspect dump Mans. This
responsibility should probably be given to the SSO or his
assistant. Retrieval requests can be submittec In Person so
that the requestor*s ioentity can be valicatec. Once the

r requestor's identity Is known, some set of rules must be
applied to determine the legitimacy of the reiuest. Some
alternatives includel

1. A user can retrieve anythLng under his howe directory.
A Project Administrator can retrieve anytting under his

Siproject directory. A Systei Administrator can retrieve
anything.

2. A user must have write access to the segment if it
exists online. Otherwise, he must have mocify
Permission for the nearest superior directory which
exists online. These checks can be made by the SSC or
his assistant. (Note that tnder this scheme, granting
access to a segment implies granting access to tle
entire backuo history of the segment. This shoulo not
be much of a problem, however, since segments are

1 qrarely "re-Jsed" for different purooses.)

Once a user s right to retrieve a segment or airectory has
J .been established, he can then retrieve tat segment or

'. Hdirectory into any existing directory in the hierarcry for
- .which he has append permission. In most cases, a segment or

directory will be restored to its original cosition wittirn
the hierarchy. In some cases, however, a user m3y request
that a segment or directory be placed in a new position

h within the hierarchy. This is known as a "croSs-directory"'
retrieval.

10
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It may also be desirable to accept retrieval requests from
remote locatiors. No formal mectanIsm currently exists for
this Purpose. In current oract ice, retrieval requests are
sometimes accepted over the telerhone. It should be noted
that retrievals cannot be used In any manner whatsoever to
declassify Information. Hence, telephone-requested
retrievals can be performed witiout fear of such a security
breach. However, sabotage Is possible by simply overwritirg
online segments wltn backup copies. Also, reed to kncw
access can be compromised by a cross-directcry retrieval.
Therefore, positive user identification shoulc at least be
required for all cross-directory retrievals, as well as for
all retrievals outside of >udd.

3.12.3 The Repair antI Ring_ jRepair Daemons

Two daemons, namely "Repair" and "Ring....RerpaIr,- 3re useJ
to Perform emeriency fixes to the system. The Rj9_gj_.Reeair
daemfon runs In ring one in oroer to handle special rirq one
Problems, e.g. the installatior of a ring one qate. Plotn
daemons require essentially unlimited access to tho syrtem
Via DhCs_ and hohcs-. The rerain daemons sloula run at
system high, since they have access to all Information in
the system. They may Pave to "write down" Irformation on
occasion.

V The Passwords for these daemons should be known only to tre
SS0 and should be changed after each logoit. At his

7 discretion, the SSO will make tne oassworcs available to
system Programmers 3no other Persons needing to use the

repair daemons. It may be desiraole for th-e system to
actual ly require a Password chanie f or th'ese oaemons
(performed by the SS0) between each logout ard next loqin.

* 3.12.'. The Metering Jaemon

The Metering daemon is useo to generate system Performance
graphs and other system meters. For this purpose, ohcs_
access is required. Toe daemor crobably shoulo run system
high, because the metering infor cation may be an Infcrrmaticn
channel.

3.12.5 The Print _OumD Daemon

The Print-Oump daemon is sometimes employee to Prin't BOS
dumps (see Section 3.13-1) during normal Multics oneratior.
A SOS dump may reside either on tape or in a special area of

~'awjonline storage known as the DUMP partition. At system
Initialization time, the initializer copies dumpos from the

17
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DUMP partition Intoj the Multics hierarchy. These ECS dump
segments, as well as eOS dump tapes, will be classified
system high and hence, the Print-Oump daemon must run with
system high cleirance. This daemon* being a trusted system
process, will be permitted to directly attach tapes. In
current oractice, th'e Print_Qump daemon may als;o directly
attach a printer. In the sectrity system, toweverg It Is
desired that all Printed output be Identified by a security
banner* Therefore, direct printer attachment will not be
permitted. Instead, formatted dump segments will be
ciprin ted.

rL
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3.13 CRASH RECOVERY

3.13.1 BOS

805 (Bootload Operating System) Is a collection of programs
used to perform a number of basic functions such as loaoir'q
a Multics system taee assist Lnq In Multics shutdown, and
dumping the Multics machine juage (usually followinq a
system crash). 60S also Plays a significant role In file
system backup and recovery operations. Periocically,
iMulticS IS shut down so that 905 may Perform a "SAVE." A
SAVE essentially copies all of online storage onto tape,
thus establishing a checkpoint for use in file system
recovery. In the event of online storage loss, 8OS is

called upon to perform a "RESTOR9- I.e. the loading ofonline storage from SAVE tapes.

60S will have no knowledge of Multics security controls.
Operational control of S0S is sufficient to ensure security.

SOS dumps of the Multkcs machine image may contain
Information of Ill classifications and hence will be treated
as Too Secret. R0S itself will Provide neither security
banners nor page labels for printed output. To do so wculd
add unwanted complexity to SOS, and would req~uire that
specific classification names, eog. "Too Secret,- be
Included directly In S0S Programs. Since such rames are

* Intended to be Installation parameters, a different version
Of BOS would be required for every installation.

80S dumps may be iemediately directed to a prinrter, or elIs e
may be saved on tape or disk for later otrIntinq.o In tt-e
former case, It is recommended thlat soecial paper be usec to
Indicate the classification of the Printed output, e,4q.
paper having a "*Top Secret" water mar-k. 1f SOS dumps are
Printed during normal Multics operation, banners 3a Page
labels cat) be added at that time*

3e13*2 The Salvager

The salvager Is a group of rrograms desigrea to detect,
report, and correct wherever Possible any Lncons.stencies in
the MultIcs directory hierarchy. The salvager runs within a
special versior of the Multics operating System ano utilizes

1 7,3
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a separate partition of online storage. The salvager Is
employed following either a normal MultIcs shutdown or an
emergency shutdown instigated by a system crest.

The salvager will be knowledgeable of security controls as
they apply to the file system. The only kinds of

security-related Inconsistencies which can be detected by
the salvager are violations of the ron-oecreasirg
classification rule of the hierarchy. Unfortunztely,
however, such inconsistencies cannot be automatically
corrected. If an unclassified directory is discovered below
a Secret directory, It does not seem warranted to delete tlhe
unclassified directory. It seems more reasonable pertaps to
upgrade the directory and Its inferiors where necessary
since this cannot compromise security. I-owever, this
strategy may produce absurd results If, for example, >uod
became erroneously classified Secret due to a system crast.
Therefore, the salvager will mark a branch "out of service"

whenever It fails to corply witi- security regulations. Th-e
pathnames of such branches will be reported to the operator.
Explicit action by the SSO will be required after the system

has been restarted to place these branches back In service.

The running of the salvager will be enforced by the system.
Currently, when tultics Is bootloaded without priorsalvagingg a warning message is printed for the operator.

v, Instead of just a warning, system initiall7ation will

actually be aborted.

There exist tour different salvaging modes known as fest,
active, regular, and long. A fast salvage merely flushes
the paging device. In current practice, a fast salvage is
usually performed after a successful emergency slutdown.
When shutdown succeeds In recovering the file system device
configuration table (FSOCT) from core, but falls to
deactivate all active segments, 3n active salvace Is
sometimes performeJ. An active salvage examines all
directories which could not be deactivated. It a shutdown
attempt fails to recover the FSOCT from core, then a regular
salvage is performed. Only a reGular salvage will examine
all directories and completely rebuild the FSOCT. Hence,
only a regular salvage Is guaranteed to detect all possible
reused addresses, I.e. pages claimed by more than one

Ssegment. To avoid possible security vlolationsv such pages
•1:- +are zeroed by the salvager. A Ion) salvage Is basically tre

same as a regular salvage except that It rebullos all

•directories (not lust Inconsistent directories) for tre
purpose of directory compaction. It is recommended that
regular or long salvaging always be performed so as to
ensure file system consistercy. (For the oresert MIT
hierarchy, a regular salvage requires about ten minutes to

- run. Therefore, the time saved by use of the fast or active

salvage modes is negligible. Howevert It is expected that
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the time to oerform a regular salvage will increase
approximately linearly with ttle number of branches in the
hierarchy.)

As with 8OS9 the salvager will Provide neither security
banners nor page labels for printed output. Special Top
Secret paper can be used as suggested for BOS output.

3-13*3 Reloading

Following a system failure which causes extensive file
system damage, It Is necessary to recover the former
contents of online storage from SAVE tapes and backuo t3pes.
This recovery operation Is known as a RESTOR/reload. Tte
first step In the recovery procedure Is to use OS to
perform a RESTOR of the latest SAVE. Next, Multics Is
bootloaded and backup tapes produced subsequent to the
latest SAVE 4re reloaoed in chrorological order. Thus, the
hierarchy Is restored to Its state at the time of the latest
Incremental dumo.

The reloading of the file system from backup tapes Is
L / presently Performed by the initializer. The reason for

choosing the initializer is because other daepons carnot te
logged in until the answering service begins operation. The:r a nswering serviceg In turng cannot be started ijntilI all Cf

Its data bases have been reloaded.

When performing reloading, the initializer will require
certain special privileges. First, as an unclassified

iprocess It must be permitted to read Too Secret b3ckko
tapes. Second, It must be capable of creating branches at
all levels ani writing at all levels. But as N.tth the
retriever, the initialLzer is forbidd<en to violate the
increasing classification rule of the hierarchy.

The reloader and the retriever programs share many of the
same modules. Hence, tle Program modifications 1nd the* security considerations ciscussed in Section 3.12.2 apoly to
reloading as well as retrieving. It should be emohasized

'V again that reloading, like retrieving, will never ceclassify T
Information.

There exists another type of relcad known as a "cold reloac"-. which is not generalIV used as a method of crash recovery,
but is sometimes used for special purposes such as directory
reformatting. To facilitate major operations of this type,
a complete dump is usually performed Immediately before 1
cold reload. A complete dump is usually diviaeo into1 sections, one of which contains all system files. These
system files 3re reloaaeo first by the Initializer. Next,
the answering service Is started so that other system

4W
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daemons can be logged In to perform the remainder of
reloading. The retriever daemon can be used for th'is
purpose since it will have the necessary privileges*

IL
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3.14 OPERATOR INTERFACE

3.14.1 New Procedures and Responslbilities

Relatively few changes to the Multics operator interface are
anticlpated. The operators will be given the new
responsibility of reassigning cevice classifications. Alsc,
tape handling will be somewhat different. Tape drives and
tape reels will be Identified by color-codea classification
labels. Each registered tape reel will have an assoclted
three-letter authentication coce to be typed by the operator
at tape mount time for verification purposes.

3.14.2 Security-Related Messages

Security-related messages directed to the operator Iil
explicitly soecify violations, warnings, etc. so that
appropriate operator action can be taken. S ch messages
will be distinguished by some convention, e.g. orececing
asterisks. Also, tte audible alarm on the operator's
console will be used to alert the operator whenever his

attention is required.

I
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3.15 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL

3.15.1 Requirements

The functions of the System Administrator (SAl and System
Security Officer (SSO) must be as distinct as PoSsible. The
SA must not be able to downgrade seqments, nor assign
Classifications to new users, nor change the classification
of existing users. The SSO must not be required to register
new users nor perform accounting.

3.15.2 Oesign Considerations

The primary consideration is that the authority of the SA
and SSO be clearly delineated. In this way, tte SA will not
be able to perform functions which are the resconsibility of
the SS0, and the SSO will rot be burdened by the routire
tasks of the SA. A secondary consideration is that the
tools for use by the SSO snoulc be simple ano easy to use,
and should follow normal Multics command conventions.

3.'.5.3 Chosen Approach

The SA ,illl

1. register all users;

2. perform system accounting functions;

3. perform default project aoministration.

In general, the tasks of the SA will remain ut -hanged in the
new system.

The SSO will:

1. assign clearances to persons and projectst and assign
classifications to terminals and I/O devices;

Z. assign the mnemonics for levels and categcries;

J. perform the downgraoe functions on segments and
directories;
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4. be responsible for the physical security of all on-site

and remote equipment, ircluding the integrity of

Interconnecting cables;

5. be able to force a given user (or all users) to change

his passwordl

6. rec'.,ve and review all security audit data;

7. approve retrieval requests (see Section 3.12);

8. fix security-related Inconsistencies detecteo by the

salvager (see Section 3.13)*-

9. set the security auoit flags for various oersonides and

prolectidas (See Section 3.16.4).

The special commands (e.g. downgrade) used by the SSO will
contain calls to auditing Procedures to record their usage.
It Is also suggested that the console scriot of the SSC be
retained as further auditing information.

Those privileged functions Which must be restricted to the

L SSO alone will be Im olemented via a separate gate seqment.

In this way, the ACL on the gate segment can effectivebI be
used to give access to the SSO while denyirg it to other
users. The user ring functions (commands for inspectirg the
audit data, and setting the clearances of persons and
projects) which are restricteO to the S0 will similarly be
protected by their ACL.

The tables which are shared between the SSO ano SA are

updated only by the system control processi ano the updatinq
tools will be modified to Permit only the SSO to set the
per-person clearances and audit flags in the PNT and the
per-project clearances an audit flags in the SAT. In thi
way, the existing functions of tPe SA will not be affectea,
and the SSO will assume control of all security-related

fun,.tions.

Several new tables will be the exclusive responsibility of
. the SSO including the Peripheral Control Table soeclfyig

the I/0 channel classifications and the terminal answerback
codes.

4W
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3.16 SYSTEM AUOIT

3.16.1 Requirements

The system audit functions stould provide a history of
normal and abnormal system use, or operation, to permit
regular security review of system activity (per OoO
5200.28-M). System events to be Lnctuaed In the audit oata
are$

1. each access to a classified file and the nature of the
access (per Do0 5200.28-M);

2. each login and logout;

3. each unsuccessful login attempt and reason for
rejection;

4. each rejected access to Information due to security
restrictions and each Illegal attempted use (fault) of
access permission;

5. all system faults which could Indicate attemats to
subvert the system or to exclolt hardware fai lures;

6. all security related actions of the System Security

Officer or the System Administrator;

7. each time a process awards Itself extra vrIvilees;

6. all completed requests for printed or punched output
(not terminal output);

9. all tape mount requests for user tapes.

Where possible, the recording of audit data must have tl-e
cpdability of being turned off or a per user or per system
-oasis. The subverter process, for example, must be known to
the audit programs so that Its known violations can, if

k w desired, be omitted from the audit data. Data reduction
programs must be provided to prepare summaries of audit oata
for inspection.
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3.16.2 Design Considerations

Audit data sejments must be writeable by many processes,
hence, there must be a lockirg strategy provided with
assurance that the process iccking the data %Ill unlocl4 It
before it loses eligiblity. These segments must either fall

outside the security rules, or there must be a Cata
segment(s) for each level/category combination used on the
system.

Ring zero auditing must be done only when there is no
directory locked by the subject process to avoid deadlockirg
problems.

The feasibilit of storing exconentially secothed data on
the interval between certain events will be examined (eog.
average period of illegal oococle faults, average derioc of
initiate rejection due to security) after more design
details are known and an assessment of perfor'mance Imcact
can be made.

3.j6,3 Design Approach

ir Each successful login is recorded on the system control
console output, as well as ir the online log keot by the
answering service. This log also records each unsuccessful
login attempt and the reason for rejectioq. The mechanism

* which records information in this log wIll be modified to

ensure that the following data will be recordeo for each
unsuccessful lo)Inl

login line as entered by user
hardware channel of the terminal
answerback code of the terminal
maximum level of the terminal
the reason why the user was rejected
date and time

In addition, If the oerson's clearance Is less tran the
maximum "level' of the termiral, a "breach of Physical
security" message will be sent to the operator. Also, if
the number of Dad oassworos for a given personid is greater
than the system maximum, an "attempted breach of sectrity"
message will be sent to the operator and recorded In tre
log. This count will be reset on the next successful login
of that person.

-. WAll special commands Provided for the System Security
,,.. ,Officer to maintain security control will Provide audit of

their use. This data will be protected by the ring
mechanism. Hooaver, the data can only be assumed to be
complete if the security related function arc its aucit isPerformed in a lower ring than the System Security Officer
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would log into. Otherwise, a person logging in as tte
System Security Officer could write 3 program which would
perform the same security related functions without using
ttie the audit interface. The details of which security
functions must be performed entirely within the user ring
will be described when tte implementation details are better

unders tood.

The granting of special access privileges to any process
will be audited by ring 0.

Any rejected attempt to add a segment to a useros aodress
space, due to security rules, will be audited by ring 0.
(Shared data and locking problems will occur here).

All access violation ano Illegal opcode faults will be

audited by ring 0. The data recorded for each fault audited
will includel

pathname and offset of object denied access
type of vi.lation (fault)
"level" of object
user's effective access mode to the object
"level" of process ano current ring

pathname of executing procedure
user ID of process

date and time

(Shared data and locking problems will occur here).

The classified segment audit data will include:

user I of process
patnname of the segment
"level- of the segment

. user's effective access mode to the segment

date and time

This capability may Introcuce significant performance
degradation in the system ano will generate a large amount

of audit data (shared data and locking problems occur here).

The problems of shared data and locking are primarily a

problem associated with rings other than ring 0. The a~dit
data areas must be writable by all processes if the
information Is to be complete. This cannot be done in the
outer rings without allowing a user process to violate the4 fixed level property. Even If this was allov.ed, a process
can lose its eliglility to use a procPssor mhile executirg
in an outer rinq with a lock set which could cause olher
processes to wait for the locking process to bp rescreculeo.
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Therefore, all auciting will be handled by ring 0 procedLres
since this is the only ring In which all processes can write
in common data areas, regardless of clearance, without
explicitly violating the fixed level property anc since
processes executing Ir ring 0 are guaranteed to complete all
operations which must be performed while a lock is set.

The mechanism to be useo for the ring 0 auditing will be an

enhanced version of the System error audit inq procedure.
This has the advantage of providing a common interface for
all system auditing functions. The audit data will be
stored In a special disk partition and periodically copied
into segments in the the Multics storage system by the
system control process. The error type labels on each iudit
entry will be used to separate tte security relatec entries
from other system errors.

A ring 0 entry will be provided to allow administrative and
security related Procedures to record their act Iors as
needed. Access to this Sate should be provided for all
users, but limited to rings of higher privilege than the
normal user ring tc avoid a potential source of Sabotage
through floodinj the audit data with Irrelevant entries.

The log of printed and/or Punched output will be the file of
accountability forms and an onlire copy of the information
printed on the driver control corsole. User terminal output

will not be logged. The system control console output and
the system log data will provice the needed auolt data for
Important system events not recorded elsewhere.

The allocator process that handles tape drives will provide
a log o" all tape requests, including denied requests.

3.16.4 Audit Selectivity

All processes will be treated the same by the auJit system.
The ring zero Portion of the audit system will check the pcs
of a Process to determine whether a given event shoulc be
included in the audit data. This will provide a wide range
of selectivity to the audit system.

The audit flags in the pds will be establisted at process
" creation time. Another data field will be acded to each

entry in the RNT and SAT which will describe the events to
be audited for each Personid and projectid. At process
creation time, the system control process wilt turn on the
pds audit flags if the corresponding flag appears for the

personid or orojectid of the user.

* 8
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Only the 5S0 will be able to turn off these flags In tie PNT
and SAT. The default value will be "on" for each new person
or project registered by tlie System Administrator.

The events which will be Identified by seoarate audit flags
will Include th~e followings

access to classified segments,

security related tile system errors,

awarding of special access privileges,

illegal opcode faults

access mode related access violation faults,

ring related access violation faults,

audit calls from outer rings,

) ~other events Identified during implementation.|

It is recommended that the audit flags normally be turned
off for the AFOSC supplied subverter Process, since It will
only ado noise to the audit data. Howeverv on occasion, It
may be desirable to aLdit the subverter process as an aic in
testing the audit system itself.

3.16.5 Audit Data Reduction

A simple data reduction and output formatting program will
be Provided to Prepare audit data for Inspection. For each
class of audit data, the program will recognize keyworcs
corresponding to fields in the audit data, suct as "segmert
name," userio," "error code," etc. The user of the data
reduction Program (presumably the SSO will surply a list of
keywords and corresponding data items. For example, If tte

user specifies error codel no access," all entries In the
Indicated audit data tile %II be printed for which the
error code field specifies "no access.- A limitel
capability for the use of "AN O "OR," and "NOT" Boolean

i" it, operations will be supporteo to enhance selectivity. The
fileoutput command can be used to direct output to I

isegment.
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3.17 CONTROL AND AUDIT OF SYSTEM CHANGES

3-J7.1 Requirements

Security configuratior control ensures that all chan';es to
the operating system are accourted for and verifies that
these changes do not Impare the security of tte system.

Procedures must be established to control aro audit system
changes. Softw3re tools must be provided to assist In the
audit. All security sensitive modules should be Identified
In each release. Source and object code have been crovioed
for the initI3l release. Source and object coce must te
Provided for all revisions along with a listing of all
modules modified and toe reason for each modification within
each module.

'A 3.17.2 New Release Material

For each new release, will contain at leasti

A Mul tics system tape (MST)

Machine readable source code of all n'cdules ctarged

from MultIcs, BOS, Salvager, and DATANET 355 systems;

805 and Salvajer object tape if the code P'as been
changed;

OATANET 355 object cooe if changed;

Object code of all compilers, assemblers, and PL/I
t14 Operators used to generate the changed mocules:

List of all modules changed with the reason fo'- toe
change.

3.17.3 Tools

Procedures will be sucollieo to assist In comparisor ani
auditing of system Changes at source and object level. An
ASCII comparison procedure will be suplied to aid In rotir'g

changes made to source code. A procedure wtich makes a
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cross reference of all inter-procedure calls will be
supplied to assist the task of system auditing. Binary word
comparison procedures will be supplied to allow comparison
of object tapes ano online object code. Procedures to
generate and check MSTs will also be supplied.

3.17.4 Recommended Procedures

The security configuration control procedures are designed
to give the maximum confidence that the system remains
secure while modifications and Improvements are made.
Recommended proceoures involve auditing both the source code
and the object code Produced by the source.

The Air Force should maintain a protected set of source and
object code tapes for use as a standard of comparison. Each
new release should be audited at the source level to match
all source changes with the list of changes and to verify
the reason for the change. The source cooe should be
Independently complied or 3ssewbled and the result audited
against the delivered object codi to detect discrepancies In
compilers or assemblers. Any deviation shot.d halt the
installation until It Is satisfactorily resolved. The
recommended procedure Is$

1. compare the supplied source code against the protected
standard source;

Z. match all differences against the list of moolfied
modules;

3. verity that the source changes are reasonable to
accomplish the change specified;.

4. verify that the source changes do not advErsely affect
security controls;

5. prepare a test system by editing the standard source to
Incoroorate the audited changes;

6. compare the object code of the test system with the
object code supplied by Honeywell;

7. generate a system tape using the test system ard
4. €compare It against the tape supplied by Honeywell;

S8. install the test system on a trial basis and perform

quality control and security veriflcatlorl

9. accept and install the system;
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10. update the Protected stanoard tapes to reflect tthe nea
system*

At each step, any differences must be resolved before
Proceding to the next Step.

r
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3.18 THE MULTICS (COS ENVIRONEMENI

3.18.1 Requirements

Use of the GCOS Environment in a user's process, or use of
the GCOS Daemon on the system, must not comcromise any of
the Multics access control mechanisms, or iny of the
assumptions made as a part of the design analysis.

3.18.2 Design Considerations.

Use of the GCCS Daemon invalicates the assumptions that all
users of tultics are known to the system, aro validated
Interactively with name and Iassword at login, ard are
benign. The GCOS daemon requires no passworo and no
interactive authentication before It submits an absentee job
whose principal Identifier Is the name of the user founo on
the GCOS lob aeck. This rules out use of the GCOS Daemon,
eliminating the principal motivation for creating it (which
was to eliiarnate the online verification of Identity).

Use of the GCOS Daemon "anonymously" (with all GCOS lobs
being run under the same Multics principal Identifier,
"anonymous.GCOS.m") would have given very little accounting
information, and would have presented even more access
problems, since each GCOS Job would have had full access to
every other GCOS job's segments. Since anonymous use of
GCOS would have violated the *benign environmert" assumption
stated in Section 3.1.3, It, too, has been ruled out.

3.18.3 Chosen Approach

The identity of each GCOS job aeck wil@ be valid~ted online
by assigning each person who wishes to run 'COS jobs on
Multics their own Multics userid. To submit a GCOS job they
will login normally, Queue a request to read in the cards,
and then either execute the GCOS command In their
interactive process, or submit an absentee lob to Do it.

V The GCOS Daemon will not be used.
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4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE

This section coos not apply to this report.
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5.0 PREPARATIONi FOR OELIVERY

This section does not apply to this rer - t.
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6.0 NOTES

This section is for Administrative Information Only - Not
Contractually Binding.

6.1 Removable Media

During the Design Analysis, tte security recuirements for
integrating removable media storage into the vlrtual memory

was discussed. The term "demountable segments- has bepn
* used in this section to differentiate removable medla

containing portions of the Multics storage system from
removable media associated with I/O directed from a Multics

* ,process.

The recommendations resulting from the Oesiqn Aralysis
discussions are Included in this section becatse ttey are
not a direct part of the Implementation o! security
controls. However, the following recommendations Nil; be
used as guidelines by the project which is Jesigniog tI-e
demountable segment c8oabllity for MultLcs.

6.1.1 Recommendatiors

1. The demountable segment capability must allow the basic
Multics access controls to be extended to removable storage
media. Disk packs are tI-e pricary type of media addressec,

= as the value of tapes In this role is not operationally
clear at this time.

2o Each physical disk pack must be identified as part of the
system, such that it should be Impossible for it to be used
by any process for direct I/O.

3. There must be a unique machine readable hezder on each
physical unit. No disk pack should be usable for
demountable segments until the header has beer initializej
by the system. Tnis header should identify the highest
classification of information ever stored on ttle disk oacl.
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4. The classification Identified in the header Should be used
by the system to decide where to store segments which are to
be moved to removable media.

Basically, a minimuw ano maximum classification must be
assigneo to each device to determine the range of levels
that can be stored. However, to avoid a potential
write-doon path, the maximum end minimum must be equal.
Otherwise, the presence or absence of a disk pack at the
time a segment is referenced could be taken as information
from process with a higher clearance.

5. The information on the removable media should be of the same
format for segments and directories as all other media used

by the system.

6. The user who wishes to group segments on the same media rust
out them all in the same subtree of the storage system*

since it only makes sense to grotlp by Subtree it part of the
hierarchy Is to be removed (i.e. all Parts of the path must
be online to make a reference).

7. Th- allocation of storage must be totally man3ged by the
operating system as well as the exact time of movement
to/from demountable media.

8. The means of requesting information from demcuntable media
must be studied further. It would be nice for a user to
pre-specify that a given demountable subtree will be neecea,

* howevet, no operator should initiate the loading. Only the
system must be able to manage the usage of the media.

9. The pnysical labeling instructions (to be attached to the

media) must be supplied to the operator by the system for
all new media initializec by tte system.

10. All media used for demountable segments Must be physically
" .protected with the same care as the remainder of the system.

This media must never be trusted if removed from the aree of
the system.

6.2 Message Segments

An alternative approach (which has been relected by tre Air
- Force) would have alloweo security rules to be enforced in

ring 1 rather than ring 0. In this Scheme, ring 0 wouli
grant read and write access for message segients to
Processes of all clearances. Each individual message storeo
in a message segqp,. hould be "classified" by the rest at the
clearance level of the sending irocess. The msf would only
permit extraction of a message by a process having a
clearance higher or equal to the classif IcAtIor of the
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